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ABSTRACT 

Studio 54, the infamous New York City discotheque open from 1977 to 1980, was a 

notorious site in New York City for not only being one of the most sought-after venues in 

nightlife, but also for its ruthless red velvet rope culture. Disco was a defining artifact in 

American culture in the 1970s and greatly reflected the social and political atmosphere across the 

country. With the culmination of various political upheavals such as the Vietnam War and the 

Watergate Scandal, many Americans simply wanted to party, use drugs, and openly explore their 

sexuality. Studio 54 was, arguably, the most influential and well-known of the many discos—

admired and loathed by those within and on the outside of the disco scene. Many outsiders and 

eager spectators observed the club as exclusionary and dictator-like. This thesis deconstructs the 

red velvet rope culture and analyzes the innate behavior and qualities of the clubbers with the 

aim to understand how these people contributed to the tremendous popularity of Studio 54. 

Gossip columns, newspapers, tabloids and archived footage offers compelling insight to the way 

of the disco-door as well as the qualities and behaviors that club goers possessed as such to gain 

admission. In this project, I capture Studio 54 as a cultural phenomenon and analyze how the 

door culture elevated people who were previously considered on the outside of social barriers in 

New York City in the 1970s from aspects such as class, sexuality, and artistic form.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 On July 15, 1977, The Daily News published an article entitled “Swept Away on a Wild 

Wave of Disco-Mania” which speculated as to why disco culture had taken over the New York 

music scene. The article explains that “People need an outlet. Throughout the week they’re 

subservient to a 9-5 schedule. Dancing provides a release.”1 That notion “subservient” 

epitomized the sentiments of many New Yorkers. Moreover, this quotation emphatically 

captures the aims of two ambitious young men who found themselves at the epicenter of the 

disco craze—Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager. Both of these middle-class men made the strategic 

decision to capitalize on the disco frenzy and open their own discotheque “Studio 54” named 

after the former CBS television studio on 54th Street in Manhattan.2 On April 16, 1977, the club 

opened with fanfare and excitement and eventually became one of the most iconic and celebrated 

artifacts in New York history.3  

Studio 54 was opportune within the disco decade in America. Interestingly, “disco emerged 

as an outgrowth of the Stonewall Rebellion of June 1969,” which were a series of riots at the 

Stonewall inn—a gay and lesbian club in Greenwich Village, Manhattan heavily targeted and 

raided by the police.4 Many gay and lesbian people desired physical spaces, such as the 

Stonewall Inn, to not only feel safe but also to freely express their sexuality. Certainly, there was 

controversy and tension with a space such as this one and, as a result, backlash and disdain from 

                                                
1Ernest Leogrande, “Swept Away on a Wild Wave of Disco-Mania” (New York, NY: The Daily News, July 

1977). https://www.newspapers.com/image/391838337/?terms=disco.  
 
2 Maureen Paton, “Studio 54: Raining Coke, Celebs, and More Coke,” (London: The Times, 2004).  

http://proxy.library.georgetown.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/319204518?accountid=11091.  
 
3 Maureen Paton, “Studio 54: Raining Coke, Celebs, and More Coke.”  
 
4 Tim Lawrence, “Disco and the Queering of the Dance Floor” (Cultural Studies Journal Volume II, 2011), 

230. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/09502386.2011.535989?needAccess=true.  
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New York Society. With conflicts such as these prevalent among the gay community, the 

explosion of disco culture across America certainly reflected the aims of many gay and lesbian 

Americans who desired to express their identities. Particularly within New York City in the 

1970s, the general atmosphere of the city was particularly conducive to disco culture. Many 

prominent subversive and countercultural groups were disrupting the city as such that, “while the 

western part of the city—SoHo, NoHo, TriBeca, Midtown, and Times Square – were becoming 

the site for dance cultures, underground youth subcultures of rock and punk were being 

incubated in clubs in the decaying neighborhood in the Lower East Side.”5  

Another facet that was conducive to disco culture in New York City was the rampant and 

pervasive presence of drugs and crime. In the 1970s, New York City was perilous, and New 

Yorker had a propensity to heavily use drugs. Hae Laam, in his dissertation “Zoning Out Dance 

Clubs in Manhattan,” points out how rampant the drug economy was in New York City and 

describes Alphabet City as even, “the drug capital of America.”6 Elizabeth Currid, another 

prominent nightlife scholar, explores the concentration of art and culture within the nightlife 

space. She articulates that nightlife, “became less about performance and actual artistic 

production and more about the networking and knowledge exchange necessary to establishing 

oneself in the field … People actually had to go out of the house to connect with other people, 

which made for a teeming nightlife scene populated with networkers and freaks (not mutually 

                                                
5 Laam Hae, “Zoning Out Dance Clubs in Manhattan: Gentrification and the Changing Landscapes of 

Alternative Culture” (New York: Syracuse University 2007), 71, 
http://proxy.library.georgetown.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/304779330?accountid=11091.  

 
6 Laam Hae, “Zoning Out Dance Clubs in Manhattan: Gentrification and the Changing Landscapes of 

Alternative Culture,” 71.  
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exclusive groups, by the way.”7 Currid makes the argument that there was a strong desire for 

connection among New Yorkers, and effort to decrease alienation.8  

A final significant environmental change within New York City, and the rest of the 

country, that greatly contributed to the disco explosion was the introduction of birth control to 

the marketplace. With the advent of the birth control pill and, “the sexual freedom it promoted 

helped open the door to sexual promiscuity and to greater acceptance of gay promiscuity by 

straight people-a co-existence that helped the disco club scene take off so quickly.”9 Elizabeth 

Matassa, a scholar of New York City history, accurately describes, “The crisis’ import 

transcended economics as images of burning buildings, violent crime, and civil disorder were 

nationally and locally televised. New York quickly became “a national symbol of what [was] 

wrong with urban America.”10 With the collision of the drug culture, a great desire for the 

members of the LGBTQ community to seek environments safe for sexual exploration, and the 

surge of crime in New York City, one could argue that the timing of Studio 54, a venue notorious 

for debauchery and breaking social rules, was perfect.  

 Ian Schrager and Steve Rubell met at Syracuse University when they were both 

students.11 Both men were of middle-class origins, and originally grew up in Brooklyn merely a 

                                                
7 Elizabeth Currid, “The ‘new’ New York Scene: How and Why fashion, art, and music happen in New 

York City” (Columbia University, 2006), 158, 
http://proxy.library.georgetown.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/305360751?accountid=11091.  

 
8 Elizabeth Currid, “The ‘new’ New York Scene: How and Why fashion, art, and music happen in New 

York City,” 158.  
 
9 Jim Nawrocki, “When Gay Culture Ruled the World (Hot Stuff: Disco and the Remaking of American 

Culture” (The Gay & Lesbian Review Worldwide Vol. 17, 2010), 38, 
https://search.proquest.com/genderwatch/docview/807429972/23F66F0A7A024ADFPQ/2?accountid=11091.  

 
10 Elizabeth Matassa, “From the Cracks in the Sidewalks of N.Y.C.: The Embodied Production of Urban 

Decline, Survival, and Renewal in New York’s Fiscal Crisis Era Streets, 1977-1983” (PhD Diss., Delaware: 
University of Delaware, 2003), 6. https://www.sah.org/docs/default-source/dissertation-lists/dissertations-
completed---by-year.pdf?sfvrsn=eebe5f9b_16.  
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few blocks from one another.12 In college, Schrager was quieter and extremely business oriented, 

while Rubell had immense charisma and was persistently regarded as the life of the party and the 

man who was friends with everybody.13 Together, the duo saw an opportunity to go into the 

nightclub business.14 Both men identified compelling trends in the nightlife industry—such as 

how the gay culture was at the forefront of disco.15 Moreover, they noted how beautiful women 

would attend gay clubs and then men would follow.16 Rubell and Schrager saw ways to integrate 

these trends into a club that could capitalize off of them. Madison Moore, a prominent nightlife 

scholar, in his dissertation Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class 

tells of Rubell and Schrager’s first venture into the nightlife business through their opening of 

“the Enchanted Gardens” which was located in Queens, New York.17 Moore argues, “the 

Enchanted Garden” was known for its various themed rooms as well as for the egalitarian mix of 

race, class, and sexuality.18 Rubell, in particular, was fascinated by “the general mixing and 

melding of different groups of people, the breaking down of social barriers of race and class, and 

the sight of people willing to stand in line, in rotten weather, for the privilege of spending their 

money.”19 By 1975, there were over 500 discotheques within New York City, and Rubell and 

                                                
11 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer (Altimeter Films and Passion Pictures 

Production, 2018), documentary, http://www.altimeterfilms.com/studio-54.   
12 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer. 

 
13 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer. 

 
14 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.  
 
15 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.  
 
16 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.  
 
17 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” (New Haven, 

CT: Yale University PhD Diss., 2012), 554, 
http://proxy.library.georgetown.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/1282758081?accountid=11091.  

 
18 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 554.  
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Schrager wrestled with the challenge of how to popularize yet another nightclub in Manhattan.20 

In such consideration, Schrager and Rubell sought out one of the greatest in New York City 

nightlife—Carmen D’Alessio—a fabulous public relations agent with a coveted rolodex.21 

People magazine quotes D’Alessio stating, “Rubell and Schrager were worried. They were 

nervous because it was so big. ‘Can you fill it?’ they asked. I said, ‘I will … and I did. We 

needed lots of people in the beginning. Scavullo, Warhol and Calvin Klein gave me their lists, 

and from my gay friends I got the Fire Island list. I tell you something, darling, the backbone of 

any club is the mailing list. Without that you end up with a white elephant.”22 With D’Alessio in 

their corner, Rubell and Schrager rolled out a red carpet and opened the doors to Studio 54 a club 

located in Manhattan on the west side—in one of the most dangerous neighborhoods in the city.  

 After opening night, and every night after that, Studio 54 became the it-venue in 

New York City. Everyone from New York City including dwellers, artists, celebrities, 

musicians and anyone else who could claw their way in often found themselves behind 

the red velvet rope. Several elements made Studio 54 immediately famous and beloved by 

New York City disco fanatics. Primarily, “Studio 54 was a mega discotheque that focused 

on spectacular drama maximized through multimedia sets, presence of celebrities, 

discriminatory door policies and a blatant drug culture.”23 Anthony-Haden Guest, author 

                                                
19 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 554.  
 
20 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 234.   
 
21Martha Smilgis, “Oscar De La Renta Faces an Angry Baroness in a $2 Million Suit for Lo Labors Lost” 

(People Magazine, April 1979),  
https://people.com/archive/oscar-de-la-renta-faces-an-angry-baroness-in-a-2-million-suit-for-loves-labors-lost-vol-
11-no-15/.  
 

22 Martha Smilgis, “Oscar De La Renta Faces an Angry Baroness in a $2 Million Suit for Lo Labors Lost.”  
 
23 Laam Hae, “Zoning Out Dance Clubs in Manhattan: Gentrification and the Changing Landscapes of 

Alternative Culture,” 66.  
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of The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, emphasizes the club’s mega-

popularity to which, “Just being a featured regular at Studio 54 could generate so much attention 

that, like an old-fashioned movie studio, the place functioned as a celebrity factory.”24 Haden-

Guest also speaks to the addictive nature of Studio 54 in which club goers simply never went to 

bed and staying out until five A.M. became customary.25 In retrospect, the lifespan of Studio 54 

was terse. In a sense, Studio 54 was a bit too much of everything—debauchery, sex, drugs, 

celebrity—to truly last. Haden-Guest nostalgically describes that, “Visual memories—my own 

included—seem like so many photographs, thumbed and familiar, but as vivid as the moment 

they were taken, whereas sensual memories—my own, at any rate—are less of moments of 

physical pleasure than of a floating euphoria, a release of pressure, as though one had a watching 

brief on life, with no nagging censor on the shoulder.”26 

 One of the most significant legacies of Studio 54 was the creation of an exclusive 

and ruthless door culture, in other words, the culture that dictated which guests received 

admission and which guests were denied admission. This aspect of the club had immense 

agency in dictating the culture of New York City nightlife thereafter. August 6, 1978, The 

Daily News published an article entitled “Getting In.” This article elaborately describes 

the infamous door-culture at prominent nightclubs in New York City—especially at 

Studio 54. Bob Weiner, a reporter, is quoted stating, “getting in … is the main thrill at 

the musical rat race called Studio 54.”27 The article continues with a report on Rubell’s 

                                                
 
24 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night (New York, NY: 

Harper Perennial, 1998), Kindle Edition Location, 3960.  
 

25 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, Kindle Edition 
Location, 3960.  

 
26 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, 119.  
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temperament at the door in which Rubell, on any night, could be found greeting the 

guests with statements like, “You want to hit me against go ahead—but you’re still not getting 

in—and pow he got it again.”28 His vicious rhetoric furthered with statements like, “you’re ugly. 

I don’t want you here. I’m not letting you in.”29 Studio 54’s ruthless door culture is a critical 

aspect of my thesis argument.  

Madison Moore, a prominent American Studies scholar, has conducted extensive 

research on club door cultures and points out that, “door cultures are thus image as well as taste 

cultures that are managed by rites of self-selection, curation, and mixing which reinforce and 

establish belonging among disparate groups.”30 Moore extensively evaluates the door-selection 

process and conveys that the physical act of picking bodies mixes sexualities, styles of dress, 

classes, races, and genders.31 In selecting these bodies, the doorman is curating a site where these 

people of various backgrounds and identities can convene in a way in which they might not other 

be able to.32 Rubell famously rendered his selection process “tossing a salad.”33 Moore describes 

that “a tight door policy thus creates a site of curated bodies where the curation relates to the 

specificity of what a given person will add to the party to keep the energy.”34 Each person is 

judged based on their physical look, their reputation, and their behavior. Ultimately, Moore 

                                                
27 Bob Weiner, “Getting in” (New York, NY: The Daily News, August 1978), 

https://www.newspapers.com/image/488427205/.  
28 Bob Weiner, “Getting in.”  
 
29 Bob Weiner, “Getting in.”  
 
30 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 259. 
 
31 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 259.  
 
32 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 259.  
 
33 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 259. 
 
34 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 259.  
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argues that the most difficult part of nightlife is the part of the evening where nightlife people 

attempt to get into clubs.35 In the nightlife world, “identities are tested, questioned, confirmed, 

and rehearsed, and the space where these identities are tested or questioned is at the door to the 

club.”36 It is pertinent to keep these theories in mind as my thesis delves into the door culture of 

Studio 54.   

 In archival footage of Studio 54, one can see, “hundreds of well-dressed people on 

narrow 54th Street are herded behind a plush velvet rope, their arms held high in the air. Their 

arms are held high because they are working to get the attention of Marc Benecke, the doorman 

at Studio 54 and the last word on who may enter the space.”37 Benecke, the doorman, was a 

powerful agent in New York City nightlife culture during the reign of Studio 54. He was the 

individual who held the rope to the club door. In an interview, Benecke divulged that his strategy 

was such that he would essentially focus in on one single person—that he knew would receive 

admission—and ruthlessly deny any other individual rendered not worthy.38  

 Studio 54 capitalized on the cocktail party phenomenon. Ernest Leogrande, a Daily News 

columnist, published an article entitled “Night Owl—A View About Room” in which he offers 

an anthropological perspective to door-culture. He states, “The cocktail party phenomenon is 

familiar to anybody who’s ever attended one. If you’re not yelling your conversations and having 

your drinking arm jostled, the party wins a “dull” rating.”39 As Studio 54 became the it-venue in 

                                                
 
35 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 248.  
36 Madison, Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 248.  
 
37 Madison, Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 251.  
 
38 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 251.  

 
39 Ernest Leogrande, “Night Owl: A View about Room” (New York, NY: The Daily News, May 1977), 

https://www.newspapers.com/image/482813533/?terms=steve%2Brubell.  
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New York City, one might say that even standing outside the club was excitement enough. Thus, 

night after night, obvious rejects would crowd the door begging and hoping to catch the attention 

and favor of Benecke or Rubell. The question arises, however, how exactly did this door process 

manifest as a Studio 54 spectacle and what did the chosen clubbers represent in terms of the 

Studio 54 phenomenon? Why were some people rendered special enough to receive admission 

and why were others ruthlessly cast aside?   

Methodological Reflections 

As I began my research project and concentrated on the popularity of Studio 54, I 

speculated about the popularity of the club, the salacious behavior of the club goers, and the 

identities that were celebrated by Studio 54. Through looking at the media coverage of Studio 54 

for the fleeting three years it was open in 1977 to 1980, it is indisputable that Studio 54 was a 

cultural phenomenon. However, in what ways did the red velvet rope culture contribute to the 

voracious public infatuation with Studio 54? 

The manner in which I decided I would go about solving this research question was to 

analyze the discourse surrounding Studio 54 in the late 1970s. I determined that this discourse, as 

in the great Studio 54 public infatuation, could be construed by looking at newspaper columns, 

gossip columns and archival footage regarding Studio 54—including footage from the 

happenings at the club to interviews with various club stakeholders. The reason I decided to look 

at gossip columns and archival videos was that I believed that these sources would offer an 

accurate representation of this public infatuation I was trying to understand. I was pleasantly 

surprised to find a ubiquitous amount of resources bolstering my theory that Studio 54 was, in 

fact, a phenomenon. Newspapers all over New York City, and outside of New York City, 
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covered the happenings at the club. The Daily News had a column titled “It Happened Last 

Night” by Earl Wilson dedicated to reporting nightlife in New York City, and Studio 54 nearly 

always had a feature on the page indicating a celebrity sitting or detailing the crowd at the door. 

Ultimately, my initial worry that I would not have enough primary sources to work with, and 

would have trouble locating these periodicals, did not arise and, in that regard, my research 

process followed the lines of my initial research plan. This process was fascinating as I was 

always finding new and relevant content about Studio 54.  

I consider my research project multi-faceted in how I located my various primary sources 

and secondary sources. The first piece of my project that I undertook was looking at New York 

Times articles as well as archival footage from HistoricalFilms.com. These sources were the 

easiest to locate and provided substantial information on the door-selection process that 

transpired at Studio 54. I focused on analyzing the rhetoric utilized in these articles and 

interviews and, specifically, looked at the physical qualifications designated to each club-goer 

that received admission. I began to look for patterns of what types of people did and did not 

receive admission. I uncovered essential facts such as how blondes were far more likely to 

receive entry than brunettes, and how Europeans were always guaranteed access over that of the 

Bridge-and-Tunnel crowd. Moreover, I utilized Newspapers.com to aggregate media content 

which proved especially useful.  

In late October, I took a research trip up to New York City to analyze microfilm from The 

New York Post and The Daily News—which was content I could not locate within the D.C. area. 

The New York Public Library had both of these media outlets on microfilm and, as such, I spent 

two days analyzing microfilm from 1977-1980. To my delight, outlets such as The Daily News, 

contained a reference or mention of Studio 54 in nearly every issue. I analyzed these articles and 
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began to pose questions like why did the media report on club-related incidents such as how 

Warren Beatty was denied entry? I attempted to juxtapose this rhetoric with the people who were 

gaining admission and tried to configure who was the “it” crowd and understand why certain 

people were getting in over others. I tried to contextualize what getting in meant for this 

particular crowd and what benefits the club afforded to the club goers.  

A documentary about the history of Studio 54 debuted this fall, and I took my two 

girlfriends to the premiere in Washington, D.C. The film was extremely informative and had 

direct interviews with many of the famous figures I had been studying—like Schrager, the 

founder of the club, and Anthony-Haden Guest, writer of Studio 54: The Last Party. The 

documentary featured interviews with prominent reporters who covered the happenings at Studio 

54. This film revealed essential information regarding the context of Rubell and Schrager’s 

upbringings—which was as members of the working class. This was incredibly formative in 

comprehending some of the desires of the club-owners for curating a certain crowd at Studio 54. 

Overall, they wanted to disrupt the social class system in New York City and create a culture in 

opposition to the bourgeoisie, conservative class.   

In continuation, one of my greatest surprises this semester was one fall day in November 

when I went running to the Washington monuments. I stumbled across a photography exhibition 

at the Swedish Embassy featuring prominent Swedish photographer named Hasse Persson. 

Persson was one of the selective few who was allowed into Studio 54, and captured rare, and 

extraordinary, moments within the club. The experiences of attending this exhibition and seeing 

the documentary made my project timely.  

One of the fatal assumptions I made during my initial research process was that the red 

rope culture at Studio 54 was elitist. In a sense, my thesis statement entirely debunks this 
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assumption. Using the term elitist was utterly biased and, having gone through the depths of my 

research, I now understand the limitations of employing such a framework before beginning. I 

learned this as I studied the descriptions of the club goers who attended Studio. Words like 

“eccentric” and “shocking” and “drag” and “homosexual” and “mixed salad” emphasize how 

Studio 54 incorporated people of all identities to create an authentic and, in a way, democratic 

club experience. So, as a result, I landed at a completely different place than I thought I would.  

Another key aspect of my methodology was the application of theory. One theoretical 

framework I apply within this thesis paper as part of my methodology is those of Michael 

Foucault an established philosopher. I utilize Foucault’s frameworks from his History of 

Sexuality in which Foucault makes that argument that sexual behavior is fervently and 

voraciously consumed by society due to the fact that the audience spectating the behavior is 

sexually unfulfilled.40 I take Foucault’s frameworks to understand the role of the media in 

association to Studio 54 and why Studio 54 became such a spectacle within the press. 

Lastly, one of the assumptions I am making in this paper is that these sentiments of 

“narcissism” “hedonism” “escapism” “social acceptance” were, in fact, the actual sentiments of 

nearly all the people who attended Studio 54. I am basing this assumption on my primary 

resource material which constantly reiterates these facts and, in particular, interviews with 

Rubell, Schrager, and Benecke that speak to these ideologies and desires of their club goers. To 

account for this assumption, I will be sure to incorporate possible disruptions to this assumption 

within my counter-arguments—such as rare accounts from certain celebrities that simply 

attended Studio 54 for publicity and personal advancement rather than to engage in hedonistic 

fun.  

                                                
40Michael Foucault, The History of Sexuality (New York, NY: Pantheon Books, 1978), 104. 
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Overall, there were extraordinary discoveries and moments of surprise throughout these 

last eight weeks. In reflection, however, I adhered to my original research plan. The one aspect 

of research that I did leave out—as a rendered it no longer relevant—was looking at other 

famous clubs in New York City. It is inarguable that New York City, from 1977-1980, was the 

epicenter of disco. Famous clubs like Xenon and Danceteria also took over New York City 

nightlife culture. As time went on, I decided that looking at other clubs would constrain diving 

deeper into my project—which is evaluating the red velvet rope culture at Studio 54. Ultimately, 

I took the position that Studio 54 was the most influential of the New York nightclubs during this 

time, in order to ensure that research project did not become a comparative analysis to other 

discotheques.  

Literature Review 

There is extensive research and scholarship on disco culture and various counter-cultural 

movements in New York City in the 1970s. This research covers the pervasive crime throughout 

the city, the sexual revolution, emerging gay culture, and, even, the shifting nature of celebrity. 

Studio 54, the infamous nightclub owned by Rubell and Schrager is often invoked for 

illustrations when entering these discourses as an epicenter of these activities. There does not 

exist, however, substantial research analyzing how the elitist door-culture at Studio 54 

contributed to the development of Studio 54 as a cultural emblem of New York City. This 

academic gap is where I intend to focus my research.  

Diana Mankowski published a compelling dissertation titled “Gender the Disco Inferno: 

Sexual Revolution, Liberation a Popular Culture in 1970s America” analyzing disco’s 

dissemination during times of extreme gender insecurity in the United States. Her dissertation 

delves into how disco enabled women to become sexually explorative and examines how disco 
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also threatened the male paradigm.41 This paper is particularly contributory to scholarship as it 

offers vivid illustrations and evidence showing how “disco divas” negotiated feminism and 

sexual liberation.42 Diana argues that Studio 54 was not representative of greater Disco culture 

due to its snobbish culture.43 As a result, this dissertation does not analyze the pivotal impact that 

this snobbish culture had on policing gender and sexuality in New York City.  

Two scholarly articles that examine the emergence of gay culture in New York City 

during this era are Gillian Frank’s “Discophobia: Antigay Prejudice and 1979 Backlash against 

Disco” and Tim Lawrence’s “Cultural Studies: Disco and the Queering of the Dance Floor” and 

“Love Saves the Day.” Both authors contextualize gay culture and its place in the disco world—

and both authors reference Studio 54. Lawrence leans into how “dominant conceptions of 

sexuality cannot fully account for the phenomenon of disco” and how gay culture had many 

phases prior to and after Studio 54 and Saturday Night Fever.44 Frank, alternatively, examines 

the anti-gay backlash that was reactionary to the outlandish, gay-disco culture across the country 

in the 1970s. Frank argues “the violent backlash against disco in 1979 transformed disco from a 

socially acceptable form of music and culture to one that was highly stigmatized” and how this 

violence is linked to the “general perception that disco was gay and elitist.”45 Similar to the angle 

                                                
41 Diana L. Mankowski, "Gendering the Disco Inferno: Sexual Revolution, Liberation, and Popular Culture 

in 1970s America" (PhD Diss., University of Michigan, 2010), 351,  
http://proxy.library.georgetown.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/docview/762032418?accountid=11091. 

 
42 Diana L. Mankowski, "Gendering the Disco Inferno: Sexual Revolution, Liberation, and Popular Culture 

in 1970s America,” 295.   
43 Diana L. Mankowski, "Gendering the Disco Inferno: Sexual Revolution, Liberation, and Popular Culture 

in 1970s America,” 83.  
 
44Tim Lawrence, “Disco and the Queering of the Dance Floor” (Cultural Studies: March 2011), 230,  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/09502386.2011.535989?needAccess=true.  
 
45 Gillian Frank, “Discophobia: Antigay Prejudice and the 1979 Backlash against Disco” (University of 

Texas Press: Journal of the History of Sexuality Volume 15, Number 2, 2007), 279, 
http://muse.jhu.edu/article/224099/pdf.  
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that Diana took, both these authors credit Studio 54 as a space of expression for these cultural 

dynamics.  

Additionally, there is a discourse that has emerged involving Studio 54 and its notorious 

celebrity culture, as well as the salacious, corrupt behavior that occurred. There is a scholarship 

on the famous few that were regulars at the nightclub—including figures like Andy Warhol and 

Halston—and how their celebrity statuses surged at the helm of the nightclub. Scholars like 

Professor Madison Moore of Yale University, Anthony-Haden Guest, and Karen Sternheimer 

have studied how the club was positioned for international success among the celebrity 

community. Moreover, they examine how the experience of the celebrity culture propagated a 

voracious appetite for gossip which impacted tabloid and media culture.46 Professor Moore dives 

closer to my focus which is how the “rejection from the door of Studio 54 reveals important 

theories about how the club’s own fame and reputation was solidified: through the myth of the 

tight door.”47 In his article, “Looks: Studio 54 and the Production of Fabulous Nightlife” Moore 

does not, however, reference Michael Foucault—a prominent philosopher who wrote about 

power and social order within a society.48 Foucault’s work is relevant as it relates to Studio 54 

and I intend to examine his theoretical standpoints.  

Lastly, one sector of scholarship integral to understanding Studio 54 is scholarship on the 

general atmosphere in New York City—politically, economically, and socially. Whitney Wei’s 

dissertation, “Clubbed to Death: The Decline of New York City Nightlife Culture Since the late 

1980s” details the unique atmosphere in New York prior to the decline of urban nightlife. She 

                                                
46Madison Moore, “Looks: Studio 54 and the Production of Fabulous Nightlife” (Journal of Electronic 

Dance Music Culture, Volume 5, 2013), 64, https://dj.dancecult.net/index.php/dancecult.  
 
              47 Madison Moore, “Looks: Studio 54 and the Production of Fabulous Nightlife,” 68.    

 
48 Michael Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 104.  
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describes the fiscal crisis occurring in New York City where “the number of citizens below the 

poverty line increased by 20%.”49 Wei offers convincing insight into all the cultural changes 

occurring in the city in relation to the sexual revolution, the widespread drug use, and how this 

outlandish behavior happened on the cusp of the AIDS epidemic.50 

Conclusively, there are four literary discourses that were relevant to my research scope. 

My text, Studio 54, guided me throughout these various discourses, however, as I dove deeper 

into Studio 54 as a cultural agent, I found myself focusing on an area where these discourses did 

not reach—the door culture and what it revealed about how Studio 54 became such a popular 

cultural artifact within New York City.  

Chapter Overviews 

Andy Warhol famously stated that Studio 54 was a, “Dictatorship at the Door. 

Democracy on the Dance-Floor.” In this project, I argue that Studio 54 became a cultural 

phenomenon in New York in the late 1970s because Studio’s red velvet rope culture elevated 

people on the outside of social norms. The people who received admission to Studio 54 included 

homosexual communities, avant-garde and celebrities, transgender and drag communities, and 

admission to the club omitted characterizations of social class and race.  

Chapter one “Come On, Show a Little Authenticity” will demonstrate how Studio 54 

elevated people rendered on the outside of dominant norms in New York City in the late 1970s. 

These groups were elevated because these individuals gained access to an environment that not 

only appreciated distinctive identities, but inherently believed that these individuals contributed 

                                                
 
49 Whitney Wei, “Clubbed to Death: The Decline of New York City Nightlife Culture Since the Late 

1980s,” (Diss. Barnard College), 12. https://academiccommons.columbia.edu/doi/10.7916/D8M908V7.  
 

50 Whitney Wei, “Clubbed to Death: The Decline of New York City Nightlife Culture Since the Late 
1980s,” 22.  
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to the atmosphere and made a better nightlife experience. In this chapter, I juxtapose the people 

who were admitted on the basis of being more authentic, and individualistic, from the people 

who did not receive admission to the club—like the bourgeoisie, collared-shirt wearing type. I 

provide convincing evidence to demonstrate how the 1970s were, in fact, the “me” decade. This 

chapter encapsulates one of the significant ways that the Studio 54 culture elevated the people 

outside of social norms. I make the point that Studio 54 believed these people were valuable and 

contributed something incredible and rare to the nightlife scene in New York City.  

 Chapter two “Pop a ‘Lude and Get in on this Escapism” demonstrates how Studio 54 

elevated people on the outside of social norms by offering evidence that supports how this space 

created a sense of safety and social betterment for the individuals within the club. The security I 

refer to is the safe, non-judgmental space where these people could engage in lewd behavior or 

dress how they wanted, for the most part, without any repercussions. I materialize how Studio 

could also elevate one’s status by merely being associated with the club. One could experience 

an increase in their social status, a way to express their sexuality or achieve sexual fulfillment, or 

simply feel accepted by a community. Chapter two contributes to my thesis claim by the ways 

through which I analyze the notions of safety and social betterment for this community of club 

goers. This chapter adds to my thesis claim by the way I look at how the behavior of these 

communities was cultivated in this one space and, consequently, how the behavior reflected 

greater social trends of hedonism and escapism mainly through experiences of drugs and sex.  

 Chapter three “No Judgment Zone” analyzes the ‘infamous mixed salad’ that Rubell 

predicated the entire culture of Studio 54 on and how that mixed salad culture created forms of 

democracy and equality. I will offer comprehensive images of party-goers dancing with each 

other, doing drugs with each other, and having sex with each other. The objective of this chapter 
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will be to ascertain how the shift in New York was moving towards trends of social acceptance 

and inclusion. This chapter will contribute to my thesis claim because, by analyzing the non-

judgmental and cohesive nature of these club goers, one can presuppose that the culture 

enveloped a group of people who were traditionally on the outside of cultural norms into an 

interconnected space.  

 Chapter four “When the Press Shows Up” will evaluate the role of the media, and why 

the press was so involved in the happenings of the club. I will prove that because the media was 

excitedly covering the individuals at the club, it contributes to the assumption that the Studio 54 

culture elevated people previously on the outside of social norms within New York City from the 

drag community to the homosexual community to bourgeoning designers and musicians. This 

chapter will contribute to my thesis claim because I will simultaneously be providing 

information on how Studio 54 had agency in influencing the media as well and, by ensuring the 

guests were continually featured, Studio 54 had agency in making these groups of people 

mainstream and well-known. I will tie this chapter to Foucault—the philosopher and his 

ideologies on sexuality.   

 Chapter five “Rejection is Still Rejection” analyzes counter-arguments that arise from my 

thesis statement: Studio 54 became a cultural phenomenon in New York in the late 1970s 

because Studio’s red velvet rope culture elevated people on the outside of social norms. I offer 

compelling interviews of people who attended the club on a who-you-know basis and received 

admission through wealth. This chapter presents an even more nuance to the red velvet rope 

culture.   

Lastly, the Conclusion “When the Lights Come On” provides context for how the 

eventual downfall of the club—from the FBI raid to the anti-disco backlash—inevitably 
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coincided with a greater American shift to more conservative values and, therefore, there was 

inevitable suppression of these club goers. There were many facets involved in the onset of the 

anti-disco movement from the rise of the Reagan administration to the outbreak of AIDS which 

made the homosexual community and transgender community directly culpable. Ultimately, this 

chapter provides compelling conclusions for Studio 54’s direct impact in elevating these groups 

of people, and how that impact disseminated as the club fell apart, and the anti-disco movement 

emerged.  

 

 

CHAPTER I  

Come On, Bring Some Authentic Energy  

Rubell and Schrager both grew up in working-class backgrounds in Brooklyn, New York 

merely a few blocks from one another.51 Schrager and Rubell went on to study at Syracuse 

University in upstate New York City.52 At Syracuse, Rubell and Schrager were opposites in 

nearly every way—from academia to their different social circles. Anthony-Haden Guest, author 

of The Last Party, describes that “there were marked differences between Rubell, who was 

exuberant, with elastic features and—still guardedly-gay, and Schrager, who was shy, 

introverted, bonily good-looking and straight.”53 These opposing qualities—and similar 

upbringings—made them a compelling pair as both men entered into different professions. 

                                                
51Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, Kindle Edition 

Location, 590.  
 
52 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, Kindle Edition 

Location, 596.  
 
53 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, Kindle Edition 

Location, 596.  
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Initially, Rubell went into the restaurant business.54 Schrager, on the other hand, became a real 

estate lawyer.55 Simultaneously, both ambitious young men found themselves looking for 

something more exciting to create together—drawing on their opposing, yet complementary, 

strengths.56 Schrager had initially gotten the idea to go into the nightclub business after attending 

various clubs in Manhattan and, as Haden-Guest points out, Schrager was astonished with “Not 

just the size and vigor of the gay culture he saw about him, but the general mixing and melding 

of different groups of people, the breaking down of social barriers of race and class, and the sight 

of people willing to stand in line, often in rotten weather, for the privilege of spending their 

money.”57 Rubell shared Schrager’s fascination with mixing people. As aforementioned, this was 

particularly true when Rubell and Schrager opened their first club “The Enchanted Gardens” in 

Queens.  

Rubell and Schrager, both being from Brooklyn, had unwavering ideas about their 

intended crowd for their impending club Studio 54. Haden-Guest elaborates on the sentiments 

that Rubell and Schrager shared where “Manhattanites have a whole xenophobic repertoire to 

deal with humans who happen to dwell in the outer boroughs. They mock their accents, deplore 

their dress codes, and have names for them.”58 Both Rubell and Schrager shared these 

conceptions and knew that Studio would succeed as long as the space cultivated standards for an 

authentic club-goer. Both men sought out to create very precise and defined qualifications for 

                                                
54 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.   
 
55 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.   
 
56 Anthony Haden-Guest, The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco, and the Culture of the Night, Kindle Edition 

Location, 596. 
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their admitted guests. They wanted this authentic club-goer to not only reflect greater New York 

City nightlife trends in manners of dress and style, but they also wanted clubbers that would 

amplify the rarified energy of the disco crowd. As a result, Studio 54’s red rope culture elevated 

people on the outside of social norms because these individuals were believed to possess more 

authentic energy than other dominant groups in New York club-going society and, as such, 

contributed to Studio 54’s celebration of distinctive identity and unique energy. 

What this meticulous effort by Rubell and Schrager manifested into was a physical space 

that encapsulated club goers from a myriad of backgrounds, identities, classes and bracketed 

these individuals under one crucial similarity—the glorified energy that each individual 

contributed to Studio 54’s atmosphere. Because both Schrager and Rubell were from working 

class backgrounds, they did not want to create another venue in New York City that was 

exclusive to the upper-class, and, in order to maintain this, created an admissions culture that was 

not based on money, class or wealth.59 Schrager famous stated, “The selection process had 

absolutely nothing to do with wealth, race, creed, color … There was a feel or a vibe that 

they’re here to party. They’re going to do something to make the evening great. They’re not 

going to be dead weight.”60 The staff at Studio 54 carefully selected each person by the energy 

that they exuded. Energy is one of the most significant aspects of any nightlife experience, and 

energy within any given club can certainly dictate its success or its failure. Schrager and Rubell 

were agents in creating unique and coveted energy within Studio 54 that was aimed at 

positioning Studio 54 at the forefront of the disco world. Madison Moore, a prominent nightlife 

scholar, emphasizes the importance of door culture in the creation of a nightclub in his 

                                                
59 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.   
 
60Steve Dool, “Studio 54: The Disco Playground Where Sex and Glamour Reigned,” (CNN Arts: June 

2018), https://www.cnn.com/style/article/studio-54-ian-schrager/index.html.  
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dissertation “Fierce: Performance, Creativity and the Theory of the Fabulous Class.” 

Specifically, he argues:  

As club goers approached the door as a stylized, heightened version of themselves, 
doormen curate the right people from the crowd as a way to produce a site of belonging 
where bodies from diverse backgrounds are made, through intimacy, to intersect in a way 
that might not be possible outside of the club context. A tight door policy thus creates a 
site of curated bodies where the curation relates to the specificity of what a given person 
will add to the party to keep the energy.61 
 

 The owners would do anything to preserve this meticulously crafted energy. Rubell is 

quoted in The New York Times stating that “There are certain people who come that we know are 

good. But I’ll tell you something—I wouldn’t let my best friend in if he looked like an East Side 

singles guy.”62 Shortly after, Rubell went up to a man who he rendered the “ivy league” type and 

ridiculed him for attempting to come to Studio 54 to pick up girls and forbade him from 

entering.63 These anecdotes are telling of the kind of measures Rubell and Schrager would take 

to maintain Studio 54’s unique and sustaining energy.  

First impressions were integral when eager clubbers approached the door scene at Studio 

54. Marc Benecke, the famous doorman at Studio 54, had a crucial role to play in the audience-

selection process and, to him, impressions were fundamental. In various interviews, Benecke 

describes the innate ability that he possessed in being able to read club goers. He could discern 

between the authentic disco-goers who perfectly epitomized the rare Studio 54 energy and 

between the fakers, posers and the deplorable bridge-and-tunnel crowd with one simple glance. 
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There was this overarching aim to make every single night at Studio 54 magical and distinct; 

therefore, Studio 54 needed the best crowd with the most authentic energy and mix. Rubell, 

himself, had a fascination with mixing people. He famously coined the selection of people 

among the crowd as “mixing the salad.”64 Rubell quoted that his great mix included, 

“homosexuals, lesbians, transsexual, famous movie stars, Brazilians, street kids from Harlem and 

the Bronx and Eurotrash.”65  

One group of people that Benecke and Rubell rejoiced in admitting to Studio 54 was the 

transgender and drag community. Benecke and Rubell publicly boasted that transgender, gay and 

drag people were essential to the disco scene for their brazen attitude and willingness to push 

socially accepted boundaries.66 Before the late 1970s, and as seen with events such as the 

Stonewall Rebellion, one can assume that these communities were extremely marginalized. Tim 

Lawrence, a cultural studies theorist, describes this cultural shift that the drag, transgender and 

gay community experienced was one from an atmosphere of oppression to one of more 

celebration and distinction.67 In reaction to the continual oppression and societal stigmatization, 

these communities made purposeful efforts to explore their identities and find spaces to express 

themselves freely.68 Lawrence regards, “This, after all, was the period when the counter-cultural 

movement’s discourse of change, liberation and internationalism continued to resonate; a range 

of newly-politicized yet disenfranchised groups doubled their efforts to seek out liberated spaces; 

                                                
64 Studio 54: The Documentary, directed by Matt Tyranuer.  
 
65 Diana L. Mankowski, "Gendering the Disco Inferno: Sexual Revolution, Liberation, and Popular Culture 

in 1970s America," 81.  
66 “Interview with transvestites Kevin and Arthur who are later joined by Steve Rubell” (Historic Films, 

1979), http://www.historicfilms.com/search/?q=studio+54#p2t6982i0o798.  
 
67 Tim Lawrence, “Disco and the Queering of the Dance Floor,” 240.   

 
68 Tim Lawrence, “Disco and the Queering of the Dance Floor,” 240.  
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state repression of political activists encouraged a migration from the dangerous site of the street 

to the protected haven of the club.”69 In consideration of these social transitions, Rubell and 

Schrager wanted to make Studio 54 a celebrated venue—one that championed diverse identities 

and exhibited the diverse energy that these different groups possessed. In doing this, Rubell and 

Schrager made a considerable effort to preserve gay and transgender culture within the Studio 54 

space. Schrager and Rubell believed that these communities were essential to Studio 54 for the 

energy that they exuded in which they were unafraid to express themselves and openly explore 

their sexual and social identities within the space. Rubell, Schrager, and Benecke viewed the 

energy as essential to the avant-garde environment that they were trying to establish among the 

Studio 54 crowd and club scene. Studio 54 was a notable New York venue that was at the 

forefront of celebrating gay and transgender culture.  

In archived footage of Studio 54, two drag queens are interviewed in depth about their 

experience at Studio 54. Arthur and Kevin, the two drag queens being interviewed, excitedly 

discuss their individual experiences at Studio 54. In the interview, the reporter asks both men 

why they feel more self-expression at Studio 54, and in New York City, than at other places and 

both Kevin and Arthur retort that, “there is so much of everything in New York. It’s like a 

mecca. Everyone comes here to do whatever they want. People are used to having the assortment 

of everything.”70 The reporter furthers with a simple question of “Why do you dress the way you 

do?” Both Arthur and Kevin brazenly reply, “Because it looks wonderful!”71 Both Kevin and 

Arthur confidently exude their sense of self and take pride in their identities. Further, Benecke is 
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interviewed at Studio 54 explaining that, “Gay people add energy to the club—they go on the 

dance floor and keep to themselves.”72 Interviews such as these illuminate how Studio 54 

elevated people, like transgender and drag people—which were communities in New York City 

that were perceived as pariahs and outcasts. Kevin and Arthur were allowed to party, do drugs, 

have sex and mingle within the Studio 54 space and, more importantly, was that they were 

celebrated, and extolled, by the Studio 54 community. In analyzing both Arthur and Kevin’s 

response, one can conceive the authenticity in their response; these individuals celebrated their 

individuality, and that was something also celebrated by Studio 54.  

Another group of people that Rubell and Benecke rendered worthy of Studio 54 were 

people who could be considered acting in opposition to their pre-determined social identities. 

Particularly, Studio 54 celebrated figures that would be considered unsuitable for disco culture 

and chose to act in opposition to those social pressures. These types of people displayed a deep, 

and coveted, confidence in who they were and what they wanted. This level of confidence in 

non-normative behavior is significant in evaluating the famous Studio 54 regulars. One could 

invoke Disco Sally as a perfect example of this social deviancy. Disco Sally was an 85-year-old 

woman who partied at Studio 54 nearly every single night.73 While her peers rendered her 

behavior deplorable and unseemly, and questioned her reasoning to disco dance at the late age of 

85-years-old, Rubell reveled in Disco Sally and said to her, “I like to see you here, come anytime 

you like and you’ll get in.”74 Rubell revered prominent Studio 54 figures like Disco Sally who 

                                                
72 “Lynn Barley Interview Carmen Sanchez and Marc Benecke” (Historic Films, 1979), 

http://www.historicfilms.com/search/?q=studio+54#p2t6960i0o1582.  
 
73 “Lawrence Welk and Studio 54’s Disco Sally with Bill Boggs,” interview with Bill Boggs, (Youtube: 
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frequented the club because these figures were non-normative and fully embraced their 

individual and distinctive identities. Disco Sally went to Studio 54 merely because she loved to 

dance, and her late age would not impede that desire.75 As a result, Studio 54 was a space that 

catapulted Sally into the limelight as a New York City icon.  

Similar to Disco Sally, Rollerena was another famous Studio 54 character that was avant-

garde, unique and drew many eyes with her non-normative behavior. In an interview with 

Benecke, the doorman, he is quoted saying:   

We had this guy named Rollerena. He worked on Wall Street and he used to dress up in 
this semi-drag outfit. He was like a fairy godmother. He used to hide his costumes in 
different nooks and crannies in the city because there was no way he could change—
especially in those days—from his job on Wall Street. He was like Superman, hiding and 
putting on his costume in a phone booth. It was as crazy as has been talked about. Back 
then it was kind of normal for people to be excessive. People functioned that way.76 
 

 Rollerena made an effort to reject her daily identity and own her “non-normative” actions at 

Studio 54. Ultimately, the non-normative behavior of these characters contributed to the 

atmosphere at Studio 54 that encouraged non-normative, exploratory, and unique expression. 

This played into the identity game and individuality that Studio 54 celebrated. These characters 

are remembered today as pivotal within the Studio 54 scene—proving that Studio 54 elevated 

their identities by praising them.   

Studio 54 was also a place that cultivated a style, and guests were admitted on a pretense 

of whether they possessed an innate and authentic style that emulated the Studio 54 vibe—

without trying too hard. Individual style and fashion were not only desired within the club 

atmosphere to appeal to the physical aesthetic in the space, but one’s style or fashion sense was 

                                                
75 “Lawrence Welk and Studio 54’s Disco Sally with Bill Boggs.”  
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also a discernible trait between a poser and a disco native. The way an individual dressed 

influenced their chances of receiving admittance to the club and being rejected. In various 

columns and interviews, both Benecke and Rubell reference wanting the crowd in Studio 54 to 

be dressed in flamboyant and colorful garb. In an interview with Benecke he states, “if 

somebody dresses in high fashion or in a crazy wild sort of way, they will be much more likely 

to get in than someone who wouldn’t.”77 He furthers, “You need to look for people who are 

either faking it or not. I’d rather have people who dress like that all the time. I don’t want fake 

people who put on pink fish nets. You need to be trained to look for if people are faking it or if 

they’re real. I’d rather have people who dress like that all the time rather than someone who 

comes from god knows where in Long Island and is faking it.”78 This quotation is deeply telling 

in looking at how Studio 54 wanted people who were distinctly themselves—mainly when it 

came to fashion. Only those who encapsulated the Studio 54 aura and vibe on a daily basis were 

admitted, rather than an individual who would just dress up for the evening. In that way, Studio 

54 became a space where those who dressed in edgy and individual styles that emphasized their 

bodies were rewarded with admission.  

Those who did not possess the qualities that the Studio gatekeepers were looking for were 

easily discernible. One story of an ambitious disco dancer reported in The Daily News July 27, 

1978, illustrates the extent to which the doormen at Studio 54 would go to maintain the energy of 

the club—that was believed to be possessed by the carefully curated guests. Gerald Nachman, a 

fledgling disco dancer, showed up at Studio 54 with the hopes of being allowed to dance the 

night away. Nachman tells:  
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I turned up at the door of Studio 54 in Manhattan in hopes of being let inside by owner and 
arbiter-of-chic Steve Rubell, telling him, “Liza [Liza Minelli] sent men.” He gave me the 
once-over and had me step inside while one of his minions took my chi-chi reading. I was 
ushered into a private cell, where an Andy Warhol henchman took a polaroid snapshot of 
men and decree I was ineligible. “You don’t look at all like an authentic discophile,” Said 
the fierce-looking chap in a platinum sequined jumpsuit, “so maybe you better take your 
dancing somewhere else, pal.79  

 

This story is fascinating in considering how crucial individuality was to the Studio 54 scene. 

Gerald, unfortunately, was a disco-poser. He was perceived as a faker and as inadequate from the 

moment he stepped through the door by the Studio 54 staff—mainly because he was from 

outside New York City. Gerald was not a Manhattanite, and was, in fact, from Westchester 

County.80 He would fall under the category of the “bridge-and tunnel-crowd” that Benecke, 

Rubell, and Schrager loathed and believed ruined the Studio 54 energy.81 Rubell or Schrager 

often referenced the bridge-and-tunnel-crowd which was meant to classify anyone who wasn’t 

from the superior Manhattan.82 Benecke, Rubell, and Schrager were meticulous with their 

curation process and ruthlessly rejected any guest that did not possess the innate Studio 54 

energy.  

 Because the door culture as Studio 54 became so well-known and notorious, many 

believed Studio 54 was a venue that only opened the door to the rich and famous and had no 

interest in admitting regular, and real, New York disco dancers and enthusiasts.83 When 

analyzing the compelling evidence provided—such as stories like Disco Sally and Kevin and 

                                                
79 Gerald Nachman, “You Won’t Dance, Don’t Ask Me” (New York, NY: The Daily News, July 1978), 
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Arthur—this assumption becomes far more nuanced. The previous examples illustrate that the 

Studio 54 staff had a desire to admit genuine and authentic people who carried with them the 

coveted Studio 54 energy and, as such, Studio 54 played a role in elevating these non-normative 

and distinct individuals by bestowing admittance upon them over others. Michael Riedel, a Daily 

News contributor, describes, “the point of the door policy was to control the mix, and the mix 

was the key to Studio’s success. Night after night, people from every walk of life mingled on the 

dance floor. Rich and poor, straight and gay, famous and obscure, beautiful and ungainly—this 

was the mix.”84 In Riedel’s article he quotes Bill Johnson, a medical textbook publisher, 

declaring, “if you tried too hard, you didn’t make the cut: “If I was taking a girl out on a date, I 

would never tell her we’re going to Studio 54, because then she’d put makeup on and get all 

dressed up. She’d have a better chance getting in if she had on jeans and sneakers, because 

they’d figure she was just there to dance and have fun.”85 The conception that if one did not try 

so hard, that individual had a much better chance of receiving admission was the essence of 

Studio 54. Rubell and Benecke loathed the posers. Both men rendered the energy of those who 

didn’t try so hard to receive admittance the most suitable and beneficial for Studio 54.  

The political climate of New York City during the late 1970s—referred to as the “me 

decade”—reflects Studio 54 clubbers attitudes and mentalities while seeking out social 

fulfillment and pleasure. Studio 54 clubbers were entirely focused on their own experiences, 

party-goers had no desire to seek out the famous at the club, but rather stick to themselves and 

dance with their friends. These people also had the easiest time gaining access to the exclusive 

club. The 70s’ were a decade frequently associated with self-expression and narcissism. Tom 
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Wolfe, a writer for New York Magazine, prominently traces the roots of the “me-decade” in his 

piece “The “Me” Decade and the Third Great Awakening.” Wolfe discusses political 

disillusionment that occurred during the Jimmy Carter presidential campaign, where he points 

out that journalists, “theorized that the war in Vietnam, Watergate, the FBI and CIA scandals, 

had left the electorate shell-shocked and disillusioned and that in their despair the citizens were 

groping no longer for specific remedies but for sheer faith, something, anything (even holy 

rolling), to believe in.”86 Wolfe discusses that the “me-decade” emanated from “this 

unprecedented post-World War II American development: the luxury, enjoyed by so many of 

middling folk, of dwelling upon the self.” Wolfe argues that the ability Americans had, at this 

time, to enjoy such luxury emanated from the inflow of wealth that average American incurred 

due to the 30-year boom of war-time spending.87  

Moreover, many religious movements that came up during the late 1960s through 1970s 

emphasized a looking inward mentality. Many religious movements, such as the Scientology 

movement, within this third-great awakening, came about by a mentality in which, “we, the 

enlightened, hereby separate ourselves from the lost souls around us.”88 Ultimately, the collision 

of all of these movements led to a shift in the American psyche where many Americans were 

taking the Post World-War II economic prosperity and investing it in themselves.89 Wolfe 

exclaims, “They did something only aristocrats (and intellectuals and artists) were supposed to 

do—they discovered and started doting on Me! They’ve created the greatest age of individualism 
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in American history! All rules are broken! The prophets are out of business!”90 This bourgeoning 

narcissism within the American psyche perfectly emulated the mentality of Studio 54 

individualism and celebration of identity. Carmen D’Alessio, the club’s public relations agent, 

illuminates this narcissism in an interview when she is asked why people go to Studio 54, and 

she offers, “to have a good time. To see beautiful people, to meet beautiful people. Express 

themselves and relax.”91 When the beautiful, authentic people stopped going and the posers and 

fakers began showing up, people didn’t want to go to Studio 54 anymore. In an interview with 

Lee Gowen, a Studio 54 regular and 1970s Manhattanite, Gowen explains, “when all the original 

people stopped going, it became lame. When the Tacky tourists and bridge-and-tunnel people 

started going, we wanted to find new places to party.”92  

 Conclusively, Studio 54 and its red rope culture elevated people on the outside of social 

norms by admitting these groups of people based on their desire to be themselves and, of course, 

on the precedent of whether a potential guest emulated the coveted Studio 54 energy. An article 

published in the Evening Star in November 1978 said it best when describing that “Studio 54 

certified the silly people.”93 The article perfectly details that, “Not just anybody can get into 

Studio 54. This is one of its charms. You have to be officially certified “silly” at the door or you 

get the thumb, which is silly. Aware of this, hordes of people nevertheless troop up to the door 
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every night, try to pass through and get rejected, which is really silly.”94 Ironically, it became the 

goal of most people within the nightlife scene to be certified as silly by Studio 54.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER II 

Pop a ‘Lude and Get in on this Escapism 

Studio was getting wilder. It wasn’t just arbitrary rooting-tooting, snorting, underwear-
shredding wildness either, though God knows there was plenty of that, but a wildness that 
seemed the working out of some inexorable process. “Studio gave license,” Jim Fouratt 
says. “That was what the door policy was about more than anything else. It was to make 
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you feel that if you got in, you were in a world that was completely safe for you to do 
whatever you wanted—that was the genius of that door policy.95  

 
 Each night, hundreds of eager club goers showed up to the doors of Studio 54 

overzealous and buoyant about the possibility of gaining admission—even if only for a few 

hours—to the wild and unpredictable Studio 54. Word had gotten out that, “This was a place 

where you could freak out or burn up the floor and create a disco inferno. Word was you could 

even be a sex machine if you wanted to. So if you loved the night life and liked to boogie, you 

knocked on wood with not a bit of shame and prayed someone would ring your bell and allow 

you to enter those hallowed doors.”96 After the opening of the club and the pervasive coverage 

that Studio 54 received in the press, it became apparent that every New Yorker, and those 

beyond, wanted in on the fun. The crowd was becoming more and more uncontrollable with the 

growing esteem of the club. As reported in a New York Times article titled “Drawing the Line as 

Studio 54” by David Blum, the “Crowd usually stays in front of Studio 54 all night and builds to 

a peak at 2 A.M. At times as many as 300 people have been known to fill the sidewalk, so the 

Police Department assigns an officer to keep down the noise and prevent cars from blocking 

traffic. At A.M., when the bar officially closes, there is often one last surge by the crowd to get 

in, but it almost always fails.”97 There was no denying that Studio 54 was becoming the epicenter 

of Manhattan nightlife.   
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Not only was disco culture exploding across the country, but Studio 54 had earned a 

reputation as one of the wildest venues. Studio 54 cultivated an atmosphere that felt safe and 

offered a sense of protection from any societal danger or judgment. Behind the red velvet rope, 

anything—from dressing in certain ways to doing drugs to having sex—was allowed and even 

encouraged. Studio 54 facilitated an environment that fed into the hedonistic and escapist 

sentiments that were prevalent among the unique Studio 54 clubbers. Disco fanatics wanted to 

have fun, and they turned to Studio 54 to seek out this fun. In turn, Studio 54’s red rope culture 

elevated the Studio 54 attendees, particularly those on the outside of social norms, by creating a 

space that offered a sense of safety, social exploration, and escapism for these individuals.  

 Significantly, Studio 54 insulated their guests and the illegal behaviors that their guests 

engaged in—specifically when it came to the excess of drug use and culture that was pervasive 

within disco culture. In that regard, Studio 54’s stringent admissions culture generated a crowd 

that could engage in drug use together and do so in a space where, on a nightly basis, there could 

be no legal ramifications. New York City, during the 1970s, was overcome with crime and 

poverty. Whitney Wei of Barnard College emphasizes these dynamics in her thesis Clubbed to 

Death. She cites New York Magazine writer Jay McInerery maintaining that in the 1970s New 

York City was a place, “where muggings and rapes weren’t considered news. The Hells Angels 

ruled East Third Street, and after dark you went east of Second Avenue strictly at your own risk. 

The cops didn’t go there. East Tenth beyond Avenue A was a narcotics supermarket where 

preteen runners scampered in and out of bombed-out tenements.”98 As a result, there was much 

to escape when it came to daily life in New York City, and drugs were a suitable mechanism for 
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which to do so. Additionally, drugs often amplified the sensory experience of dancing and 

music—which is one reason they became so significant and pervasive within the disco scene.99 

Rubell, himself, was addicted to partying.100 He was known to be a high-functioning, but heavy, 

drug user, and, as such, he fervently encouraged his guests to engage in heavy drug use to 

amplify their experiences at Studio 54.  

In the 1970s the mental and physical ramifications of drugs were lesser known, and there 

was an ardent consensus, particularly among those within the disco crowd, that cocaine made 

one smarter and sexier.101 Rubell was famously known for having a large jacket which he stuffed 

full of cocaine and Quaaludes, and would pass these drugs out liberally and frivolously to his 

guests.102 All Studio 54 guests could engage in heavy drug use without the fear of being in an 

unsafe space where they could be arrested. Guests indulged due to this sense of safety and sense 

of protection from social repercussions and judgments. Celebrity guests could spend time in VIP 

rooms and engage in drug-use without being documented by the paparazzi. The gateway to 

unending amounts of drugs fueled the escapist sentiments that many of the club goers desired. 

Jesse Kornbluth, a New York Times contributor, exemplifies this perfectly in her article 

“Merchandizing Disco for the Masses.” She states, “And because the dancers were, in the main, 

already high on cocaine, marijuana and a variety of “poppers,” they became so overwhelmed by 
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this experience that, for hours at a time, they could not imagine a world outside the disco.”103 In 

this commentary, one can perceive the addictive nature that disco held and the sensory overload 

that transpired at Studio 54.  

 An alternative way through which Studio 54 elevated their guests was by facilitating an 

environment that emphasized and encouraged sexuality and sexual fulfillment—particularly 

during a time where New Yorkers were openly exploring their sexuality. Studio 54 was known 

as a venue where sex was not only pervasive and encouraged, but any guest—of any 

orientation—could explore their sexuality openly and in a non-judgmental space. In that regard, 

Studio offered a form of betterment by enabling sexual fulfillment and pleasure for those who 

wanted it—particularly for those guests, such as those who were gay or transgender, that could 

be judged for such acts in various outside environments or spaces. Scholar Tim Lawrence, in his 

book Love Saves the Day, points out that in disco culture, “African Americans, gays, and 

women—key players in the countercultural movement of the sixties—were integral to the new 

culture of the night, and the spreading principles of bodily pleasure, sexual liberation, nonnuclear 

families, and self-exploration found their most compelling outlet in the arena of the 

discotheque.”104 Guests would come to Studio 54 either nude or dressed in jock straps and 

brassieres—which inevitably heightened the sexual atmosphere.105 Hassen Persson, a famous 

Swedish photographer, and Studio 54 guest, explains, “What was interesting is that women felt 

secure enough to dance nude in the place. This is after the feminist movement of the 70s: if a 
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woman wanted to be nude that was her privilege, no one would even touch her or say anything. 

They were like queens on the dance floor.”106 These privileges were conferred onto the guests 

and, in that same regard, sexual liberation characterized the nature of Studio 54. Additionally, 

with the introduction of birth control to the U.S. market, women were free from having to worry 

about unwanted pregnancies and, socially, women became far more liberal with their bodies.107 

Further, sex was no longer tied to marriage and people were more likely to have multiple sex 

partners. What Studio 54 did was create an environment that perpetuated the sexual exploration 

of guests. Even famous people could partake in the sexual activities within the VIP room in the 

club where they could be away from any photographers.108 At Studio 54, there was an 

undeniable dynamic where gay men, who outwardly displayed their sexuality, gave heterosexual 

people the ability to be promiscuous.109 With this behavior so freely transpiring within the club, 

sexual acts and deeds were committed without consequence.110 Guests were, thus, advantaged 

sexually and socially.  

 Another example of how Studio 54 elevated their avant-garde guests was by creating a 

venue that was so internationally famous that being featured there on the regular could instantly 

propagate celebrity, fame, and social accolades. In a sense, international fame could be conferred 

on any Studio 54 guest—even if such a guest would typically be rendered controversial, socially 
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inferior or arbitrary. As aforementioned, Disco Sally epitomized this notion of social betterment 

and elevation. While Disco Sally could have been ostracized for her desire to party or disco at 

the late age of eighty, she was celebrated by the Studio 54 crowd, featured in various press 

interviews and newspaper articles, and marveled at by others. More importantly, the Studio 54 

culture was significant for artists and designers because their work could receive media attention 

and publicity.  

One could invoke the transvestite Potassa de la Fayette as an illustration to this assertion 

that Studio 54 was integral in elevating the social status of its guests.111 De la Fayette was known 

to be Salvador Dalí’s favorite transvestite at Studio 54 in 1978.112 Studio 54 was a unique space 

where De La Fayette received reverence for being so open with her identity. In other words, her 

identity was valued and rendered contributory to disco culture. Studio 54 not only normalized De 

La Fayette but also validated her as a fashion model. Hasse Persson, in his Studio 54 exhibition 

at the Swedish Embassy, discusses, “As Dalí got older he looked for new, exciting people to use 

as a model, and she was one of them. She had a fantastic presence on the dance floor—a person 

like that would make the evenings sparkle.”113 Words like “sparkle” and “fantastic” imbue a 

sense of respect and excitement on De La Fayette, and one might credit Studio 54 as the venue 

that catapulted non-normative figures like Disco Sally and De la Fayette into the limelight and 

mythologized these figures for decades to come.   

Other artists and celebrities that were made into household names included: Andy 

Warhol, Halston, Bianca Jagger, Mick Jagger, Diane Von Furstenberg, Elizabeth Taylor, Brooke 
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Shields, Cher, and Truman Capote.114 In that regard, Studio 54 helped these individuals grow 

their celebrity status, their work, and achieve a sense of social betterment and status. The Wall 

Street Journal published an article in 1977, ruminating on “How has such intense popularity 

come to pass? It began, says Mr. Rubell, the night Bianca Jagger rented the club for her 

husband’s 34th birthday. After that, Studio 54 was like a crisp, open field for the local paparazzi 

and gossip columnists. Pictures and news of the pretty quail flitting through the night at 54 now 

appear almost daily in the city tabloids.”115 This quotation emphasizes that if a star was seen at 

Studio 54, and their presence was documented by the press, their celebrity status could 

amplify—or, on the other hand, plummet if they were not admitted. Earl Wilson, a columnist for 

The Daily News, reported in his column “Last Night with Earl” that “now the country’s titillation 

is disco music, Cher comes in, wearing a cowboy hat, halter and tight jeans. Margaux 

Hemingway and husband Errol Wetson got in, but Warren Beatty gets discouraged and gives up. 

So does Robert Duvell.”116 Studio 54 was positioned at the epicenter of a rapidly changing 

celebrity culture in the 1970s in which author Haden-Guest points out that, “Just being a featured 

regular at Studio 54 could generate so much attention that, like an old-fashioned movie studio, 

the place functioned as a celebrity factory.”117  

 Diane Von Furstenberg, the designer, was a perfect example of how Studio 54 helped her 

expand her brand as a provocative and edgy designer. Consequently, “Studio 54 even had its 
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own unofficial symbol of sexual liberation: the easy-to-take-off wrap dress designed by Diane 

von Furstenberg, which made her name and her fortune in the Seventies. The dress, and its iconic 

designer, were regulars at Studio 54.”118 Von Furstenberg famously debuted her iconic wrap 

dress—a sexy and flowy design with easy openings—during the 1970s.119 This design was fitting 

for the time—as women were experimenting with fashion in more cutting-edge and revealing 

ways. Figures like Von Furstenberg were not only essential to the Studio 54 venue, but also 

made names for themselves in the space.  

 Studio 54 was a place where guests felt comfortable to be themselves—and felt safe to 

express their identities and sexualities in whatever form they desired. In an interview with the 

Soho Weekly News published in 1978, Disco Sally labels herself as a motherly figure for many of 

the Studio 54 guests. She is quoted revealing that, “For some unknown reason these little kids 

tell me about their mothers, their fathers, their grandmothers, their ambitions, their work, their 

play, that they are gay, that they are not gay, that they take cocaine and Quaaludes, that they 

don’t…they have a feeling of security with me, that they can tell me anything.”120 This security, 

to which Sally is referring, is telling. Studio 54 guests were so carefully selected in order to 

contribute to the ongoing sense of safety and security within the environment. Rubell and 

Benecke did not want to admit anyone that threatened one another within the club. The security, 

that Rubell and Benecke so carefully generated with their admittance of certain guests over 

others, filtered through the Studio 54 environment and gave guests permission to let their guards 
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down and escape into whatever they wanted to be that night—bolstering the importance of 

escapism within the space.  

 Rubell and Schrager had every intention of carrying out this notion of escapism within 

Studio 54. The place radiated forbidden excitement in every way, and Schrager and Rubell 

endowed this gift of forbidden excitement and fulfillment to their guests. Guests like Truman 

Capote described, “I’ve been to an awful lot of nightclubs, and this is the best I’ve ever 

seen.”121As a result, this venue perpetually fueled the kind of crowd where “drag queens frocked 

as pink elephants, men who dance with boa constrictors, men who dance with men who dress 

like women, women who dance with women, people of indeterminate sex who dance on roller 

skates, Elvis Costello look-alikes with orange hair and orange T-shirts.”122 In an archived 

interview, Rubell reveals, “That’s why I try to make it be too. Escapism. Whatever hassles 

people have all day, people forget about them.”123 To further illustrate this unending escapism 

that was so vastly spoken of within the Studio 54 disco crowd, one could invoke Richard Dryer’s 

acclaimed article “In Defense of Disco” published in 1978. Dryer published this article in 

response to much of the negative conversation surrounding disco culture—which was often 

associated with abhorrent, devious and salacious behavior that was corrupting American values. 

In retaliation to this negative conversation, Dryer cites more positive effects that emanate from 

the nightlife scene and argues discos as:  
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An experience that negates the dreariness of the mundane and every day. It gives us a 
glimpse of what it means to live at the height of our emotional and experiential capacities 
— not dragged down by the banality of organized routine life. Given that everyday 
banality, work, domesticity, ordinary sexism and racism, are rooted in the structures of 
class and gender of this society, the flight from that banality can be seen as is — a flight 
from capitalism and patriarchy themselves as lived experiences.124 
 

This famous “flight from banality” was the case at Studio 54. The Studio 54 guests were 

insulated. Their non-normative behavior and unique identities were celebrated and encouraged. 

Guests could do drugs to amplify their disco experience or find sexual fulfillment in any form 

and, for engaging in such activities, not receive harsh judgment or criticism. In turn, Studio 54’s 

red velvet rope culture, and policing of clubbers, curated a particular crowd that not only 

supported each other, but also made each other feel safe. As a result, this crowd was elevated by 

the insulated environment Studio 54 created.  
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Chapter III 
 

No Judgment Zone 
 
 Truman Capote—the famous In Cold Blood author who once came to Studio 54 in a 

bathrobe—was not only a Studio 54 icon but famously captured the scene with his statement 

that, “This [Studio 54] is the nightclub of the future. It’s very democratic. Boys with boys, girls 

with girls, girls with boys, blacks and whites, capitalists and Marxists, Chinese and everything 

else —all one big mix!”125 The democratic nature of Studio 54 could be contested due to the 

ruthless tactics of the doormen to deny so many eager guests of various backgrounds and 

identities. However, that was simply the case on the outside on the club—in which the doormen, 

with every guest, were searching for particular energy from each admitted guest that would 

enhance the Studio 54 space. The inside was where this democracy manifested. Importantly, this 

democracy was only ascertained because of the careful crowd selection that did occur at the 

door. This mix, that Rubell often referred to as “tossing a salad,” was the careful ingredient that 

made the club such an international success and emblem of New York City disco culture, and, 

also, what created the reassuring feeling that clubbers had of being around people so outlandishly 

different from one another—that no one judged one another. Studio 54’s red rope culture 

elevated people on the outside of social norms because the admissions process, and effort to 
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create the infamous “mixed salad,” constructed a site where club goers could convene with one 

another imbued with a sense of equality. This sense of equality that manifested at Studio, 

ultimately, reflected sentiments for societal acceptance and inclusion in New York City in the 

late 1970s.   

 Professor Madison Moore analyzes this tight door policy and determines its significance 

in attempting to evaluate how any club could become so eminent. Moore states:  

Bodies are read and subjected to intense scrutiny by a door person, who selects the “right” 
people to let in from a crowd of many. Door cultures are thus image cultures as well as 
taste cultures that are managed by rites of self-selection, curation, and mixing that reinforce 
and establish belonging among disparate groups. The mixture of sexualities, styles of dress, 
backgrounds, class and levels of fame enforced by the tight door—what Rubell often 
referred to as “making a salad”—was central to Studio 54’s popularity.126 

 
   
What Moore offers is an analysis of this curation process through which particular bodies are 

chosen for admission and allowed to mix with one each another on the interior of the club. 

Importantly, Moore divulges that doormen would often select members from the crowd based on 

the energy that an individual could contribute to the atmosphere of the club.127 In such form, club 

goers approach a door scene eagerly and willingly subject themselves to potential irreverence 

and defamation. At Studio 54, Benecke and Rubell were careful to select members from a mix of 

identities and orientations—gay, straight, transgender, drag, woman, black, and celebrity. In 

doing so, the men created something magical on the inside of the club—which inevitably 

elevated the distinct clubbers by giving them a space to convene democratically despite the 

multiplicity of diverging identities. Moore keenly utilizes an article published by The New York 

Times in 1979 entitled “The Last Words at Discos Belongs to the Doormen” to portray this 
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selection process as not only important to curating the proper crowd, but also the crucial 

component in fostering the success of a club.128 Benecke, Studio’s doorman, is quoted 

describing, “There are thousands of rejects who would take that with several grains of salt, but 

Mr. Benecke said that it all depends on the mix inside or, as he puts it, “the chemistry — Brooks 

Brothers, lawyers, doctors, the crazy, funky and wild, and the celebrities.”129 All in all, the 

chemistry that was created within Studio 54 by the careful selection of the crowd not only 

fostered a sense of safety, but it also created an environment where judgments were left at the 

door and people could come to dance uninhibited and unfettered.   

The sense of democracy that existed among club goers, and was fundamental to Studio 

54, was established by the notion that celebrity, social or socioeconomic status could not ensure 

admission. As such, one of the defining aspects of Studio 54 was how Rubell and Schrager—

both brought up from working-class backgrounds—set out to create a space that was not dictated 

by the New York elite or bourgeoise.130 This ideology was an essential motivator for ensuring 

that Studio 54 was a place that celebrated people and not money or wealth. In that regard, one 

could attest that Studio 54 became iconic and revolutionary within the nightlife scene—

surpassing societal pressures that favored those with higher socioeconomic status. The “old 

money” New Yorkers had as good of a chance gaining access to Studio 54 as those of a lower 

social standing. Haden-Guest, himself, reveals “when I myself came to live in Manhattan in 

1976, the social order was an agent of chance.”131 Michael Stone, another reporter, reinforces 
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this shifting social order when Haden-Guest quotes him stating, “All of these request club guys, 

the people who used to go to El Morocco, the guys who ran things socially. Suddenly they found 

themselves standing outside with their dicks in their hands.”132 It is notable that Rubell had a 

fascination with breaking down social barriers. He saw the opportunity to blend different groups 

of people with varying statuses and identities. Even before the creation of Studio 54, Steve 

Rubell and Ian Schrager had a club in Queens, New York. As the men called it, “The Enchanted 

Garden was known for its various themed rooms as well as for the egalitarian mix of race, class, 

and sexuality. Rubell was fascinated by “the general mixing and melding of different groups of 

people, the breaking down of social barriers of race and class, and the sight of people willing to 

stand in line, in rotten weather, for the privilege of spending their money.”133 Interestingly, 

Rubell often got himself in trouble by refusing to admit some members of the elite and famous. 

An article in The New York Times published in 1977 entitled “The Sweet Life” reports that, 

“unknowingly Mr. Rubell once spurned the son of King Khalif of Saudi Arabia and the Saudi 

embassy called to ask, politely, that he do not do that again.”134 Other accounts of famous people 

being rejected included Frank Sinatra, Roberta Flack, John F. Kennedy, and Caroline 

Kennedy.135 People Magazine published an article in 1989 where Rubell was quoted saying “I 

don’t want any Bagel Nosh-polyester types.”136 The article further reports that, “He mused once 
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in 1977, “a year ago I wouldn’t have let myself in.”137 These motivations and standards of 

admission are certainly fascinating and shed light on the equality that could permeate the dance 

floor. When aspects like wealth and celebrity were disregarded in the crowd-curation process, an 

environment that fostered celebration of individuality and identity could ensue.  

One of the defining aspects of Studio 54 was that no one judged, harassed or bothered 

one another within the dancing space. Many club goers often reveal that, at Studio, there was 

minimal feeling of social harassment or inferiority among the many guests. The guests were 

depicted as nearly always having a good time which was likely because, “unlike nightclubs or 

cabarets where customers pay their money and sit back to be entertained, the customers at 

discotheques pay their money—and entertain themselves.”138 Many prominent New York 

newspapers would detail the general good spirit of the disco goers who were found dancing and 

laughing with one another.139 Respectively, even though there was a visible presence of drugs 

and alcohol within the disco scene, at Studio 54, guests were not usually falling over or picking 

fights.140  

Consequently, women felt safe in a similar way that any of the transvestite guests or 

celebrity guests like Liza Minelli felt safe. Each Studio 54 guest was insulated from the outside 

world and any potential outside judgments. A New York Times article published in 1977, 

describes Studio 54 as a place where “it is also possible to totally avoid pickup scenes. A 
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beautiful woman can stand at the metallic bar in Studio 54 without ever being approached by 

anyone; perhaps nowhere else do as many people of the same sex dance together except for such 

predominately homosexual discos as Les Mouches or Twelve West, both on the West Side.”141 

Rubell took it upon himself to create a space that was anything but a pick-up scene; this intention 

enabled women to mingle freely and not experience subjugation or harassment by men. Cathy 

Moriarity, a famous actress, illuminates the safety and open-mindedness within the club in an 

archived interview. When asked what she thinks of New York nightlife she retorts, “There is 

everything here. Quiet, Jazz.” After she is pressed about why she likes Studio 54, she offers a 

simple “nobody cares; nobody bothers you. Everybody has their own thing, dress however you 

want to have a good time. Everybody dresses how they want.”142 Her nonchalance emulates the 

nature of the guests which emphasized a “do what you want to have fun and I’ll do what I want 

to have fun” attitude.  

Likewise, because there was such a beautiful mix among the people in terms of dress and 

fashion, guests were encouraged to dress however they desired regardless of how sexualized or 

outlandish. A New York Times article published in 1978 entitled “An ‘In’ Crowd and Outside 

Mob Show Up for Studio 54’s Birthday” illustrates that: 

Close to three thousand people of assorted (and sometimes indeterminate) gender, looking 
a bit like the effluence of a time warp machine gone berserk. There were gorgeously rouged 
half naked boys dressed as slaves; there were emperors with capes of gold and silver; there 
were courtesans and vamps, denims and furs, leathers and feathers, sequin-spangled faces 
and wild hair shot through with glitter. Heads bobbed in cowboy hats, monks’ cowls and 
jewel-encrusted skullcaps, flowered bonnets and fluorescent antennae, top hats and 
Mouseketeer ears.143 
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This quote is illuminating in reference to the aesthetic mix that was previously established. The 

norm was to dress however one pleased—no matter how avant-garde or experimental. Rubell 

and Schrager perpetuated this “come how you want” attitude by curating staff and waiters who 

were required to dress nearly naked and make persistent efforts to flirt with the guests.144 As 

such, the guests took full advantage of these norms and acted in whichever ways that appealed to 

them. Caroline Russin, a Studio 54 guest, is quoted in an archived interview declaring, 

“Everything I do is for me. I wear my hot pink lipstick for me. I wear my skirt slit up because I 

like it. I always put my hair up because I like it. I dress the way I like it.”145 Russin exemplifies 

the fearlessness she had in dressing how she pleased. She exemplifies complete ownership in 

every decision she makes in the construction of her identity. Studio 54 encouraged ownership in 

one’s identity, and one way this manifested was through the way the clubbers physically dressed 

and felt uninhibited when dressing however they pleased.  

In continuation of this non-judgmental attitude which was reflected in the nature among 

the guests, one can make the argument that the guests also did not judge others’ behaviors. One 

could infer that, in a wider social setting, the behavior among club goers could be perceived as 

lewd or vulgar—such as the pervasive sex acts that occurred in the balconies or the excessive 

amounts of drugs that were consumed and ingested within the bathrooms.146 Lee Gowen, a 

Manhattanite previously quoted, describes that drugs were “extremely evident. Cocaine was the 
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drug of the era.”147 Gowen, however, describes that she did not partake in the excessive drug 

culture, and in similar regard, it neither influenced her own experience at Studio 54 nor did she 

judge the other guests for their excessive use of drugs. Gowen was, “simply just there to dance 

until 3 AM and have a good time.”148  

Further, sexual deeds like blow jobs were certainly carried out within the space. Michael 

Musto, a Studio 54 reporter, describes this in his article “I went to Studio 54 and You Didn’t” 

published in Paper Magazine. He describes the excitement and lewdness of the club where, “If 

you REALLY wanted to meet Liza, downstairs was the unofficial VIP room where the coke 

spoons weren’t fake and attached to any cardboard moon. And the third floor—the balcony---

was where you sat and got a blow job from a complete stranger. For all you knew, it might be 

Cher or Andy Warhol!”149 One could insinuate that public sex acts would be considered 

pejorative by other guests. Musto, however, exemplifies the excitement and tantalizing behavior 

rather than offering judgmental or cynical remarks. Significantly, Studio 54 occurred in a unique 

time where sexual exploration was encouraged and praised. Alternatively, Russin, a Studio 54 

regular previously mentioned, also speaks to the same non-judgmental attitude that came with 

the desire for clubbers to be focused on themselves and their own experiences at the disco. When 

a reporter asks Russin if the other guests dance in overtly sexual ways, and if the dance moves 

are actually real or fake, she responds, “When I’m just dancing, I am just dancing. I am just so 

into dancing I don’t notice anything around me. I think people are totally real.”150 Russin’s 
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commentary on the over-sexualized dancing of the other guests exemplifies a total concern with 

herself and does not indicate any consideration or judgment on other guests. She constructs 

Studio 54 as an environment where guests focused on themselves and the time that they were 

having at the venue rather than demonstrating a concern with others. Generally, all of the 

behavior among the guests at Studio 54 was considered exciting and contributory to the unique 

energy of the club and in no way deplorable or tasteless.  

Another example of the overall equality among the many diverse guests at Studio 54 is 

the constant exhilaration that, at any moment, a regular guest could be dancing with a celebrity, 

famous artist, or even a Studio 54 icon. Significantly, however, the guests were so desensitized 

to the presence of celebrities that there wasn’t an overzealous nature at seeing a figure a Liza 

Minelli or Andy Warhol. Moreover, this incentivized celebrities to dance and partake in the 

general crowd activities. Musto, in his Paper Magazine article, references Studio 54 as an era 

where celebrities were far less agoraphobic.151 Musto expresses, “Michael Jackson, Diana Ross, 

Cher, Dolly Parton, and Andy Warhol all mixed in with the crowd. They were right up in your 

grill! Purely by chance, I found myself dancing with Margaux Hemingway and talking to Liza 

Minnelli’s best friend—Chita Rivera’s daughter—who almost introduced me to Liza.”152 

Societal hierarchies were broken down. The notion that celebrities intermingled with the regular 

Studio 54 attendees was the essence of the Studio 54 culture. Musto iterates this point in another 

article entitled “Disco Rediscovered” published in The Village Voice in 1997. Musto imbues 

reverence and nostalgia for this period because he recalls that at Studio, after one pushed, and 

groveled, to get into the club, every guest had an equal space on the dance floor.153  
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In a similar nature, people of all ages could dance together. The Studio 54 scene adulated 

Disco Sally (Lipman) as a Studio 54 icon despite her age. Lipmann, “a lady who, at the age of 

78, spends every night of her life shimmying to the beat at the city’s top spots” was regarded as 

close friends with Halston, Warhol, Bianca Jagger and Dustin Hoffman.154 Guests were mostly 

unamused by the idea that they could be standing next to a celebrity. The New York Times article 

“The Sweet Life” captured it best: “For the famous do indeed inside Studio 54, but fame is not 

always familiar; one is never certain if the stranger beside you is one of the Chosen. But think: if 

you look the part might not the stranger be tempted to elevate you into the pantheon of fame?”155 

The evidence provided buttresses the impression that Studio 54 fostered a democracy on the 

dance-floor due to the mixing and melding of guests. In that regard, on any night, Disco Sally 

would be mixing and mingling with Liza Minelli or Halston.    

Through various reports that covered Studio 54 in the late 1970s, one can perceive that 

there was a strong desire for social togetherness among the disco community. Moore in his 

dissertation Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class cites Bill 

Brewster and Frank Broughton—two music critics—to emphasize that disco was a language of 

freedom, sexuality, and love. Moore quotes both men asserting:  

Its original spirit—an emphasis on equality, freedom, togetherness and love—was just 
sixties idealism matured by the experience of Vietnam and refueled by the promise of 
black/gay liberation. And disco not only reflected these changes, in creating a new and vital 
subculture...disco also, in a very real sense, helped to further them. In other words, disco 
held cultural idealism as a core value in order to push back against conservatism and rigid 
cultural norms.156 
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Rubell and Schrager created an environment that facilitated a togetherness. Anthropologist 

Edward T. Hall is quoted in The Daily News article “The Hot Spots and Cool Scenes” published 

in 1978 speaking to this aspect of disco culture that was particularly reflected within Studio 54. 

Not only does Hall argue that dance culture had swept through New York City, which is one 

significant reason that so many guests eagerly approach the Studio 54 doors, but he points out 

that, “people today have a great need to increase self-identity, intensify experience and decrease 

alienation. Which is one way of describing the disco experience.”157 Even at Studio 54, merely 

being in the streets with other eager disco fanatics created a sense of equality. The sensation of 

excitement and speculation to one’s ability to receive admittance was shared by the thousands 

who showed up each and every night. There was a remarkable feeling of equality embedded in 

the truth that, sometimes, a celebrity like Cher—an international actress and singer—had as 

equal chance of receiving admission to the club as a regular New Yorker did. This excitement 

led to the appeal that Studio 54 was the place to be and capable of social reverence and 

popularity.  

Studio 54 inherently realized Truman Capote’s declaration that the club was emphatically 

the dance club of the future—imbued with mixing and social equality on the inside. Schrager, 

throughout the documentary Studio 54, continually describes how it was a haven for inclusion 

and acceptance on the inside.158 The mixing manifested into gay men kissing within the club and 
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black men dancing with white women, in addition to celebrities dancing with transgenders.159 

Salvador Dalí, the famous artist and prominent Studio 54 regular, for example, was famously 

seen parading around with Potassa—a frightfully beautiful French transvestite. He often 

surrounded himself with three or four transvestites.160 Haden-Guests, in his The Last Party, 

illuminates this equalizing mixing through an anecdote from Antonio de Portago who was also 

Studio 54 guest. Haden-Guest cites Portago recalling:  

It was amazing the effect on people to see all that group with Dalí. I remember dancing 
with a very tall beautiful black woman. That night I had a black bustier from Saint Laurent 
and a red Fiorucci lace skirt that was transparent. And that girl danced with me like…it 
was amazing…and then she took my hands and put them…right here…” De Portago gives 
a shrill French squeal, not quite of shock, a parody of shock. “I thought I was dancing with 
a woman! But why not at that time? It was so odd. They were darlings.161 

 

Portago unequivocally captures the carefree and non-judgmental spirit of Studio 54.  

Conclusively, Rubell and Schrager created a rare venue that was not only safe for guests to act 

uninhibited and unfettered, but also as a place that mixed those of all different identities and, as a 

result, fostered a haven of acceptance and inclusion within New York nightlife culture.  
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Chapter IV 

When the Press Show up  

And what is it thousands of pairs of feet nightly stand in line for? Perhaps it’s a chance to 
dance side by side with people like Liza Minnelli, Bianca Jagger, Diana Ross, Raymond 
St. Jacques, Sylvester Stallone, and Caroline Kennedy. It could also be a chance to live out 
a drug fantasy. Studio 54 like many discos of the 70s’ caters to a drug-oriented society. 
One of the backdrops shows a man in the moon and a giant spoon whose contents trickle 
up to his nose as tiny lights.162 
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 The quotation above, published by The Journal News, communicates to a greater 

audience the endless chances that existed at Studio 54—the possibilities to experience drugs, 

celebrity and live out a hedonistic fantasy. The quotation attempts to reconcile how and why 

night after night New Yorkers and beyond took their chances at the door. So far, my thesis 

argument has established Studio 54 as a haven for various social deviants and why these deviants 

found safety and inclusion at this venue. There is another component worth exploring in the 

effort to understand how this venue elevated various groups of people—and that aspect is the 

media. Carmen D’Alessio, Studio 54’s public relations agent, is quoted in People Magazine 

explaining that, “When owners want a disco to be ‘in,’ I just bring my crowd, the press 

comes, and the place is ‘in.’”163 The question arises, then, why would the press come to 

document this crowd and what impact did that coverage have on the crowd itself?  

In consideration of why this venue was so pervasively documented by the press, one 

might consider analyzing iconic and lavish imagery such as Bianca Jagger riding into the Studio 

54 on a white horse or the mythologized image of Cher wearing a straw hat and jeans on opening 

night in April 1977. One might seek to examine the countless interviews done with guests in and 

around the door scene—interviews prodding guests for information regarding the discotheque, 

what actually transpired on the inside of the venue, what people really wore and if the waiters 

actually walked around naked and in jock straps. The media could not get enough coverage of 

Studio 54; Studio 54 was undeniably at the forefront of the New York social scene from 1977 to 

1980. Headlines like “They Watched & Pushed & Made Merry,” “Doorman Holds the Disco,” or 

“At Studio 54, it’s everynight forever” filled the pages of prominent outlets like The Daily News, 
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The New York Times, People Magazine, and The New York Post for the fleeting three years this 

club was open to the public. Not only did this immense coverage and use of tantalizing rhetoric 

and imagery of Studio 54 increase the exposure and awareness of the club itself, but the coverage 

also helped popularize and iconify the many guests. Importantly, the red rope culture elevated 

the many guests because the individuals who attended the club were considered mesmerizing 

and, as a result, were voraciously documented by the press. The relationship Studio 54 had with 

the press inevitably served as mutually advantageous in popularizing the identities of the guests 

as well as the disco club itself.  

The media had agency in enticing the greater public to take their attempt at the door 

through the powerful rhetoric employed around the door culture at Studio 54 as well as by the 

documentation of the glamorous, beguiling guests and their tantalizing behavior. Various authors 

took to their columns to express their deep frustrations with their experiences with the door 

culture. A Glenne Currie, columnist for The Journal News, citing his own experience, 

emphasizes, “We got to the gates of hell just after 10 P.M. only to be abruptly told no one would 

be admitted without a Halloween costume. Since the invitation had mentioned no costumes (and 

since I would have felt foolish at the ballet in my Halloween makeup anyway) we were left out 

in the cold.”164 Phrases such as “the gates of hell” and “left out in the cold” capture the ruthless 

door tactics. While Currie is expressing his frustrations and failed attempt at gaining entry to 

Studio 54, he is simultaneously communicating to a greater audience his desperation to receive 

admission. In that respect, one might argue that Currie has generated a sense of enticement for 

other prospective disco-goers to take an attempt at the door, subject themselves to scrutiny, yet 
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hope to be luckier than Currie. Moreover, the direct quotations from Rubell that were cited in 

articles such as these could also serve a mutually beneficial purpose in attracting a greater 

audience to Studio 54. One telling quotation from Rubell is from an article also published in The 

Journal News entitled “Studio 54—A Real ‘in’ Place.” Rubell is quoted, “we turn away between 

2,000 to 3,000 people on Saturday night … I don’t let people in when I have doubts about 

them…we let anybody in who’s nice. We don’t care where people are from.”165 When Rubell 

publicizes that any nice guest is able to receive admission, certainly these inclusive creeds have 

the power to entice crowds. With close analysis of the rhetoric created by the media involving 

Studio 54, one can conclude that the media played an integral role in enticing the large crowds 

that emerged outside the doors of Studio 54 night after night.  

One reason that the immense press coverage took hold around Studio 54, and worked to 

popularize both the guests and the club, was that all of the celebrities were assembled in one 

space, and, therefore, it was easy for outlets to get celebrity content that would sell. Tim 

Lawrence, a prominent nightlife scholar states, in his Love Saves the Day, “When the doors 

finally opened, Bianca Jagger, Brook Shields, Cher, Margaux Hemingway, and Donald Trump 

paraded onto the dance floor and posed, dutifully and beautifully, for the media as confetti rained 

down from the heavens.”166 Lawrence’s comparison of celebrities to confetti is entirely fitting for 

what transpired at Studio 54—especially in consideration of the club and the media. As 

aforementioned in Chapter II, many of the avant-garde artists, celebrities, and designers such as 

Andy Warhol, Halston, Bianca Jagger, and Truman Capote became household names—with the 

assistance of the press. An article published in The Daily News in July 1978 entitled “The Self-
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Promoters: If you’re slightly shy, their sense-of-self is slightly scary. If you’re not, it’s 

admirable” explains the fame of the Studio 54 regulars and examines how these famous clubbers 

viewed themselves. The article provocatively states, “You know their names. You probably 

know their faces. They are people famous for being themselves. Sometimes they’re called self-

promoters, people who are their own most notable product.”167 This article was published in July 

1978—nearly two years after Studio 54 opened its doors—and the regulars at the club had 

become so renowned that the press could cite one of their appearances at Studio 54 and it was 

assumed the rest of the entourage—such as Liza Minelli and Diane Von Furstenberg—was also 

in attendance. In grouping these individuals, the media had created a public fixation on Studio 

54. Haden-Guest reiterates this notion in his The Last Party when he maintains, “Just being a 

featured regular at Studio 54 could generate so much attention that, like an old-fashioned movie 

studio, the place functioned as a celebrity factory.”168  

An additional example of how the immense press coverage helped popularize both the 

club and the guests was by the sheer reach and knowledge that was generated regarding Studio 

54 through the media. The New York Times published an article by David Blum in 1978 entitled 

“Drawing the Line at Studio 54” that emphasizes the pervasive awareness that Studio 54 

accumulated. Blum cites Cindy Stella from Martinsville as having heard about Studio 54 from 

the tonight show.169 Moreover, Blum cites a Michael Di Fazio of New Rochelle, New York as 

having heard about Studio 54 from various gossip columns.170 Lastly, Blum references a Claude 
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Carre—a French television reporter—as having seen photos of Studio 54 in a magazine.171 Blum 

offers compelling examples of people who had heard or been made aware of Studio 54 through 

the press coverage of the club. Blum divulges all three individuals, being quite dissimilar from 

one another, arrived at Studio 54 for a night out based on having heard about the club through 

these media outlets.172 Additionally, an archived interview with a blonde woman from Georgia 

reveals a similar effect that the press had on her awareness of Studio 54. In the interview, the 

woman reveals how she heard about the Studio 54 phenomenon through the press and she later 

declares she has no plans of leaving New York City until gaining admission to the club—which 

proves unfortunate for her as the likelihood of admission could prove quite low for someone 

unfamiliar with the New York nightlife scene.173 Specifically, she states, “I am going back to 

Atlanta, Georgia tomorrow and I have read about Studio 54 in every single magazine.”174 The 

press played an integral role in expanding awareness of Studio 54.   

Notably, Rubell had an interesting agreement with Joanne Horowitz, a prominent 

columnist in New York that helps explain why the press continued to have such an interest in 

Studio 54. Rubell was obsessed with Studio 54 being the most spectacular club in New York 

City and he was well aware that he needed the press to help him achieve the goal of maintaining 

Studio 54 as the premier discotheque. Rubell, himself, regularly met with reporters for 

interviews. There is a multitude of interviews with Rubell and Michael Jackson or Liza Minelli 

as well as videos capturing Rubell mingling with his various guests. Tyrnauer’s documentary, 
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Studio 54, reveals that Steve Rubell paid Joanne Horowitz, a prominent columnist, money every 

time she got Studio 54 on the cover of a newspaper magazine or tabloid.175 Moore references this 

relationship between Rubell and Horowitz and how, in anticipation of the Studio 54 grand 

opening, she told Rubell, “Listen! I know where the celebrities are. Give me the invitations and 

I’ll invite them to the opening.”176 To emphasize this further, Haden-Guest, in The Last Party, 

reveals that Steve Rubell paid anyone who could find Studio 54 in a column or newspaper.177 

Rubell was a businessman and the media was an outlet that he could use in order to popularize 

his guests and his club—which had a mutually advantageous purpose in elevating the social 

eminence of the exceptional Studio 54 guests.  

In a similar regard, Rubell was purposeful with balancing the privacy of his guests and 

allowing the press inside the premises of Studio 54 to capture iconic moments. Haden-Guest 

references the night that Bianca Jagger rode in on her iconic white horse.178 Rubell would often 

make efforts to keep the press out, but he also wasn’t hard to persuade to allow in one 

photographer to capture such iconic moments.179 For the moment when Bianca Jagger rode in on 

the horse, “a crew of other photographers got in too, and they were ready for action when a lithe 

black couple, naked but for a slathering of gold paint, led in a white horse, and Bianca Jagger 

hopped into the saddle, rode her photo opportunity, dismounted, and was presented with a 
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cake.”180 It was as if Rubell knew that these outlandish moments that transpired at Studio 54 

would be historic and that these moments would lend a sort of mythology to American disco 

culture. In that regard, the documentation of these moments helped catapult Studio 54, as well as 

the guests, into the limelight. The general public emphatically craved to be in the know of what 

was transpiring at Studio 54 from who was there to what the guests were wearing.  

It is pertinent to analyze why the public was so fixated on Studio 54 and its nightly 

happenings. In other words, why did the greater public—particularly New York Society—

become so enthralled with the salacious and beguiling guests at Studio 54 as much as the club 

itself? So many hedonistic deeds occurred within the walls at Studio 54—some would consider 

such acts hideous and deplorable. One can invoke the philosopher Michael Foucault to 

understand this fixation. Foucault makes the argument that sexual behavior is fervently and 

voraciously consumed because, on the whole, many members of society are sexually unfulfilled. 

In a way, this is why the press had such an obsession with covering Studio 54 and the salacious 

sexual behavior that transpired at the club. Foucault states, “breaking with the traditions of the 

ars erotica, our society has equipped itself with a scientia sexualis. To be more precise, it has 

pursued the task of producing true discourses concerning sex, and this by adapting—not without 

difficulty—the ancient procedures of confession to the rules of scientific discourse.”181 Foucault 

contends that the average person is sexually unfulfilled. In reaction, the average person looks to 

the tantalizing behavior of another in order to satisfy their own unmet needs. With the erotic and 

scandalous behavior occurring nightly at Studio 54, and the press opening a window to the public 

of these deeds, one might invoke Foucault’s theories to reconcile the dynamic. Foucault’s 
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ideologies offer compelling insight into why the greater American society so eagerly consumed 

Studio 54 and its guests.  

 Lastly, the rhetoric employed in the coverage of Studio 54 through the media created a 

sense of enticement and allure for the club. Daily News articles with headlines that read “Disco 

Spins in a Whirl of Excess” and “Studio 54—a Real ‘in’ Place” helped solidify the club’s 

reputation in the press as the place to party in New York City. The press worked to capture the 

novelty of Studio 54’s rise to international success. In an article public by The Daily News 

entitled “Disco Spins in a Whirl of Excess” by Phil Roura and Dick Brass, both authors describe, 

“Almost from the beginning, Studio 54 was the kind of success that makes millionaires jealous. 

Admission cost $10 (now $12) and the tab for drinks was stiff. But the smartset loved it. Bianca 

and Mick showed up. Halston, Farrah, Woody Allen, Barbra Streisand, Diana Ross, Cher, 

Margaret Trudeau, Chip and Lillian Carter.”182 The article continues to highlight the countless 

guests that would show up to the door each and every night citing numbers from 1,500 to 

2,000.183 The notion that nearly two thousand people would attempt to get into one venue would 

certainly generate further allure, and attraction, to the club. Another article titled “Across the 

Street from Studio 54” also published in The Daily News shares the same rhetoric that certainly 

could entice potential disco goers to attend the club. This article highlights the mesmerizing 

nature of the guests and the behavior at the club such as how “The New York Club was famous 

around the world for its exclusive blend of hot music, chic celebrities, diva drag queens and just 

plain folks in a nonstop party atmosphere permeated by sex and drugs.”184 The article cites the 
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famous celebrities such as Farrah Fawcett and Carly Simon who both got out of a limo together 

once.185 These reports would paint the picture that Studio 54 contained fascinating experiences as 

well as guests. The rhetoric used by the media to materialize Studio 54 and its guests certainly 

had an impact on the popularity and eminence of the club itself.  

The 1970s were an interesting time regarding shifting trends in popular culture. Moore 

points out in his dissertation Fierce: Performance, Creativity, and the Theory of the Fabulous 

Class that “Studio 54 emerged as media saturation and celebrity culture reached a peak.”186 

Additionally, Moore quotes Andy Warhol to emphasize the pervasiveness of tape-recording and 

machinery that was taking over people’s lives.187 Documentation was becoming pervasive. 

Moore boldly claims that Studio 54 was the singular place that “facilitated … the relationship 

between celebrity culture, paparazzi culture, Hollywood, disco, and liberated gay culture.”188 

Similar to Moore’s claims on the changing nature of tabloid media, Karen Sternheimer in her 

book Celebrity Culture and the American Dream points out that “The Hollywood celebrity 

machine experienced a major shift in the 1960s and 1970s. Just as the meaning of the American 

Dream was itself in flux, and the concept of the dream itself challenged, celebrity stories focused 

more on rebellious behavior and celebrities as antiheroes who challenged social conventions.”189 

Sternheimer contends that celebrity culture no longer reflected traditional versions of the 

American dream and instead “highlighted antiheroes who challenged the social order.”190 
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Sternheimer’s assumptions fit with the press activity around Studio 54 which continually 

publicized many of the guests who would challenge the social order in terms of dress and 

behavior. The press could not get enough coverage of the club. Who was doing drugs? Which 

celebrities were attending Studio 54 regularly? What was Steve Rubell up to? How long was this 

party going to last? What were the guests wearing? These questions were featured weekly in 

well-known outlets like The New York Times, The Daily News and The New York Post. For three 

years, Studio 54 filled the headlines. Ultimately, one could argue that the Studio 54 press frenzy 

began after Bianca Jagger rented out the club for her husband, Mick’s, thirty-fourth birthday 

party.191 The New York Times reported, “After that, Studio 54 was like a crisp, open field for the 

local paparazzi and gossip columnists. Pictures and news of the pretty quail flitting through the 

night at 54 now appear almost daily in the city tabloids.”192 

 Conclusively, Studio 54’s red rope culture certainly elevated its guests because the guests 

were considered mesmerizing and were voraciously documentary by the press. The ubiquitous 

press activity surrounding the club inevitably popularized the club and its guests and, lastly, 

documented iconic moments that otherwise would not be remembered within American cultural 

history. While the changing nature of the media certainly had a role to play in why Studio 54 was 

of such interest to outsiders, Studio 54 and its reputation was solidified through the immense 

documentation that the club received. 
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Chapter V 

 Rejection is Still Rejection 
 In presenting an argument on how the culture of Studio 54 bolstered social deviants, one 

must consider potential disruptions or counter-arguments that could impede these assumptions. 

As revealed, thus far, there is compelling evidence to conclude that Studio 54 was a unique 

environment that truly celebrated individuality, idiosyncratic and unique energy, and, lastly, 

fostered democracy and equality among guests within the space through the stringent door 

culture as well as the club’s relationship with the media. However, when diving deeper into 

tactics utilized at the door-scene each night at Studio 54, one could conceive certain practices 

that would undermine this statement. In this pursuit, trying to create an environment that 

champions counter-cultural groups of people and behaviors, and the mechanisms they utilized to 

enforce these standards, the door-culture, in a way, created its form of elitism and false 

democracy. After all, rejection is still rejection.  

One piece of evidence that relates to the notion above that Studio 54 created an 

environment where every single club-goer needed to contribute something to the atmosphere at 

Studio 54 to gain access to the club and, as such, the clubbers were judged on their ability to 

enhance the energy within the club. An article published in The Daily News on March 15, 1978 

entitled “The Door Prize Everyone Wants” points out, “And at Studio 54, the game is played on 

the sidewalk under the marquee, and here it is played more flamboyantly than anywhere else in 

town. People are left to overflow the sidewalk into the street and gutter as they crowd around the 

velvet rope that keeps them out. There are cries of “Mark, Hey Mark! And “Steve! Steve!” as 
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owner Steve Rubell or his main door person look over the crowd and then lift the rope to admit 

the privileged, the names, the faces, or the “look” and personalities that keep the 54 mystique 

alive.”193 This quotation offers a profound insight into the notion of contribution. Would a guest 

be famous enough to get in and attract press coverage? Was a guest dressed outlandishly and 

uniquely enough to look aesthetically pleasing and harmonious with the lights within the club? 

The establishment of this quid pro quo nature between guests and the club could undermine the 

argument that Studio 54 emphatically wanted guests with compelling energy. In an interview 

with New York Magazine published November 7, 1977, Steve Rubell was quoted commenting 

on a socialite who came to the club, “Nan Kempner, the wife of Thomas Kempner, a top 

executive dropped by to say hello. After she left, Rubell remarked: “She’s a socialite who’s good 

for business because she brings other people. She and Marion Javits, they’re always here—but 

never with their husbands. Boy, what pissers they are.”194 The agreement of admission as a 

reward for whatever a guest can contribute was an undeniable aspect of Studio 54’s door culture. 

One could perceive these practices as manipulative or self-advantageous solely to the club 

owners, therefore, detracting from the sense that Studio 54 created a democratic environment for 

all types of people.  

Secondly, one cannot evaluate the practices of rejection and rhetoric utilized by Benecke 

and Rubell to control the crowd, and not see them as practices that subjugated potential Studio 

54 guests. There were indeed times where both Rubell and Benecke were literally verbally 
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abusive towards club goers. For example, Rubell would ridicule club goers for wearing “Gold 

Chains” and looking like they’re from the “bridge and tunnel crowd.” There are videos of Steve 

shouting at eager guests repeating things such as “don’t ever come back here with that haircut.” 

There was also a lot of favoritism towards blondes, and blondes were let into the club much more 

frequently than brunettes. One might argue for an inferiority complex with brunette men and 

women—which could be rendered another form of subjugation. The awful rhetoric employed by 

Rubell and Benecke to control the crowd and find the people they wanted to let in, unequivocally 

subjugated people and created an atmosphere that conferred eminence on some guests and not 

others.  

Another aspect that disrupts the democracy that Studio 54 was conscientious in creating 

was the consensus that Studio 54 only let in people who were their most authentic and genuine 

selves. As previously explained, only the most authentic drag queens were let in such as De La 

Potassa—any person who adhered to their identity throughout their daily lives and not just at 

Studio 54. Only the most fabulous and authentic homosexuals were admitted because as Rubell 

and Benecke often said—these homosexuals brought the best energy. As a result, Studio 54—

Benecke and Rubell—were making judgments on the integrity of individual identity and were 

inevitably creating judgments for what they rendered individual authenticity. For example, if 

someone was gay, but not overtly flashy, and didn’t stand out in the crowd—the way Studio 54 

desired—there was a chance that individual would not be admitted into the club. In an 

unfortunate result, this person could be made to feel less secure in their identity and sense of self. 

This paradigm that Studio 54 was the ultimate dictator of authenticity could undermine the 

position that Studio 54 was a place that celebrated individuality and people.  
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Another tension that is important to consider when analyzing the door culture at Studio 

54 is the potential that Rubell and Schrager were striving to make spectacles out of their guests 

to popularize their club. Both Rubell and Schrager, the owners of Studio 54, while championing 

this safe space to explore one’s identity or sexuality, and freely experiment with drugs, were also 

exploiting their clientele. Indubitably, Rubell and Schrager took advantage of their celebrity 

guests for public relations and media attention. In the Studio 54 documentary, Rubell’s 

agreement with Joanne Horowitz (a writer at The Daily News) is revealed where he would pay 

her $500 every time she could get Studio 54 on the cover of The Daily News.195 One could 

perceive this relationship as self-inflating for both Rubell and his club.  

Another telling example is when Rubell was arrested in his own club for a brawl over a 

“disagreement, but it had to do with the filming of celebrities inside the club and the club’s 

decision to eject the camera crew to protect some of its chic clientele from the supposedly 

unwanted intrusions of the cameramen.”196 The unconvincing rhetoric in this article such as 

“supposedly unwanted” speak to the lack of credibility Rubell had with protecting his guests. 

Rubell was often remembered for loving attention and press coverage of Studio 54—so it 

wouldn’t be shocking if Rubell hired the camera crew to capture the activities of the celebrities 

to sell stories related to Studio 54. The exploitative nature—for the success and benefit of the 

club—could be seen as undermining the atmosphere that Rubell and Schrager were 

championing. Instead, the creation of Studio 54 as a safe-space for social deviants is far more 

nuanced when evaluating all of the actions that transpired at the club.  
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Lastly, it is important to point out that the admissions culture or the red rope culture 

could have an enormous impact on the societal standing or mental standing of an individual 

whether that individual was a celebrity, politician, or regular disco fanatic. This impact 

transpired in three ways: how not getting in could damage one’s celebrity status and create a 

sense of social embarrassment, the activities that one would engage in inside the club could be 

used against that person, and the admissions culture created a sense that one can have access to 

an adult fantasy, but Studio 54 also controls the power of whether to deny one of that experience. 

These are powerful influences that Studio 54 had on the legitimate status of an individual, and, 

also, the psyche of its guests. For example, various celebrities could not get into Studio 54 

including: Frank Sinatra, Roberta Flack, John F. Kennedy, and Caroline Kennedy.197 Rubell was 

often quoted saying “No Bagel Nosh-Polyester types” which likely applied to clean-cut waspy 

crowd.198 Being rejected from Studio 54 could create enormous public embarrassment and insult 

one’s public standing. For a final example related to how one’s activities within the club could 

be used against them is by examining the Hamilton Jordan Scandal.199 Rubell and Schrager 

accused Hamilton Jordan, white house chief of staff, of doing cocaine inside Studio 54. Both 

Rubell and Schrager made this accusation when they were both under indictment for tax evasion 

as collateral to bargain for lower sentences. This scenario is telling example of the types of 

exploitation and character assassination that could transpire at Studio 54. In a way, Studio 54 did 

create a sense of false democracy and a false sense of safety within the club.  
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Studio 54 was a place full of contradictions and nuances. Perhaps because as the night 

carried on and the guests became more intoxicated, the stringent rules ebbed and flowed with the 

sound of the disco music. When arguing that it was a venue that celebrated social deviants and 

those considered on the outside of social norms, it is pertinent to analyze the tactics and practices 

that were used on a nightly basis to curate their desired crowd. There is a compelling quotation, 

from a New York Times article published by Jesse Kornbluth in 1979, that is deeply telling of the 

disco culture. Kornbluth states:  

But even before Steve Rubell turned Studio 54 into a media favorite, disco entrepreneurs 
were thinking about exploiting the phenomenon. They did not care that rock critics 
suggested disco was roller-rink music, or called it, as Lester Bangs wrote in “Rolling 
Stone,” “as identifiable a commodity as Smile buttons and just as vital.” What they saw 
was a way to take the disparate elements of 1970's society — progressive sexuality, 
computer technology, mind-stopping drugs, the fitness craze and a nostalgia for Jazz Age 
decadence — and amalgamate them into one cash business.200  

 

Kornbluth buttresses how epic the disco craze was, and she makes the point that everybody in 

the 1970s within New York City wanted a piece of it. Therefore, both Rubell and Schrager made 

every effort to make Studio 54 the best in the business. In turn, perhaps there were moments of 

harsh rejection that undermined the ideology that Studio 54 was meant to celebrate their guests. 

When considering all of the practices and tactics used at the door scene to curate the perfect 

nightly crowd, complexities and nuances emerge that could be seen as undermining Studio 54’s 

championed ideologies of celebration and individual distinction.  
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Conclusion  
When the Lights Come On 

 
Studio 54 really changed everybody’s life in a substantial way,” says Steven Gaines. “It 
changed eating habits, and sleeping habits, and drug habits. I mean, the Hamptons were 
empty on Sunday nights because Studio 54 was the most important place you could be. It 
was the center of the universe.201 

 
Indeed, Studio 54 was the center of the universe for the fleeting one thousand nights that 

the club was open.  In this thesis, I have argued that Studio 54 was inevitably a place which 

fostered democracy, tolerance, and acceptance among the admitted guests. In that sense, Studio 

54 elevated these defined groups of people from homosexuals to drag queens to avant-garde 

artists and designers by giving them a space where they could emphatically be themselves—able 

to express who they are, explore their identities, and engage in the types of behaviors that they 

pleased. While not all people were admitted to the infamous club, those who were let in 

experienced intrinsic elevation—in both status and in identity. Studio 54 was a revolutionary 

environment and a place that championed those who authentically loved disco and were often 

considered on the exterior of social boundaries. While certainly a contested space for those who 
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experienced rejection, Studio 54 can be studied through a lens in which it conferred privileges 

onto these previously subjugated groups.  

 As aforementioned, Studio 54 was only open from 1977 to 1980. And, as everyone 

knows, every party eventually has to come to an end. As time went on, Studio 54 became wilder 

and wilder. Studio 54 was a venue that certainly drew a significant amount of attention to itself 

and containing the party eventually failed. In 1978 The Village Voice published an article entitled 

“Panic Hits Studio 54” which explores the consequential downfall of the club. Columnist Liz 

Smith said it best when she claimed that, “Steve went crazy.”202 Rubell decided to participate in 

an interview with New York Magazine—a very public outlet—and, in this interview, Rubell 

boasted of Studio 54 making more money than the mafia itself.203 This outlandish comment 

inevitably caught the attention of the IRS.204 As a result, the IRS began to take a deep dive into 

the finances of Studio 54 and, as such, “took one look at Studio 54’s tax return for 1977 and 

discovered they had paid a paltry $7,000. Game over. The Feds raided Studio 54 and it became 

clear that Steve and Ian were going down.”205 Both Rubell and Schrager were arrested for 

possession of drugs as well as tax evasion and sentenced to three years in prison.206 When Rubell 

and Schrager went off to jail, Mark Fleischman—their more silent third partner—took over the 

club.207 As the 70s slid into the 80s, dynamics within New York City changed and the nightlife 
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scene was evolving into its next phase—leaving disco culture a thing of the 1970s.  Fleischman 

managed the club for four more years, and then it eventually closed its doors forever.208 After 

Rubell and Schrager left, the club itself was never the same.  

Rubell and Schrager were eventually sentenced to prison for these felonies, but, during 

their sentence, struck a deal with New York Police in order to reduce their sentences by 

providing information on further club-owners that were complicit in felonies.209 Regardless, 

when Rubell and Schrager emerged from prison, the disco craze was already over. More 

significantly, the downfall of Studio 54, and the onset of the American anti-disco movement 

coincided with the social suppression in America of these club goers and individuals. One 

example of this backlash against disco included an intense backlash against the homophobic 

community around the same time that Studio 54 was falling apart—in the last few years of the 

1970s.210 Lawrence divulges that the “anti-disco movement finally drew on a far more flexible 

ideology than straightforward homophobia. For sure, gays were far too prominent and had 

acquired far too much influence, but so too had blacks and women, and disco as a whole had 

come to represent excess, extravagance, hedonism, physicality, and expressivity—all of the 

things that Dahl’s constituency felt uneasy about.”211 Lawrence, in his Love Saves the Day, 

delves into a shift in the late 1970s which was to more conservative American values. He argues 

that “by the end of the seventies, the anger had become national in character, and much of it was 

related to the poor performance in the economy … disco could hardly be disentangled from these 
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developments.”212 Women, African Americans and Gays—prominent figures in various counter-

culture movements within the 1960s and 1970s such as the sexual liberation, nonnuclear 

families, and self-expression found themselves at the center of this discontent and social 

upheaval across the United States.213  

Moreover, the eruption of the AIDS crisis played a significant role in directing contention 

and disdain towards the disco community. The Studio 54 documentary illuminates how Rubell 

himself was diagnosed with AIDS and that “AIDS wasn’t a disease. It was a condemnation.”214 

Essentially, “The shock of AIDS as something far more mysterious than cancer combined with 

the ravages of crack, cocaine, and heroin to severely subdue the sexual liberation and drug 

experimentation that accompanied and drug experimentation that accompanied New York’s 

artistic scene.”215 Importantly, the Reagan administration played an essential role in moving the 

country away from accepting gay communities and more expressive communities that frequented 

discos. Sternheimer in her Celebrity Culture and the American Dream elaborates, “With a 

conservative economic agenda, Reagan ran on a platform that promised to bring back the 

postwar version of the American Dream, one that seemed simpler and clearer. America elected 

its first movie star president, merging celebrity culture and the American Dream into one iconic 

figure.”216 With considerations of a movement towards a more conservative America—disco 

communities lost their agency and lost public reverence for their flamboyant and excessive show 
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of anti-conservative values and hedonistic performances that no longer coincided with the 

general American atmosphere.  

Significantly, Richard Dryer—a writer—published a famous article in 1979 entitled “In 

Defense of Disco” in which he attempts to save the remains of the declining disco phenomenon. 

Moore points out that Dryer was integral in pointing out the “sonic romanticism” of disco in 

which disco had the profound ability to create passion, romance, and heightened emotions.217 

Moore, in his dissertation, quotes Dryer arguing disco as, “an experience that negates the 

dreariness of the mundane and everyday. It gives us a glimpse of what it means to live at the 

height of our emotional and experiential capacities — not dragged down by the banality of 

organized routine life. Given that everyday banality, work, domesticity, ordinary sexism and 

racism, are rooted in the structures of class and gender of this society, the flight from that 

banality can be seen as is — a flight from capitalism and patriarchy themselves as lived 

experiences.”218 Studio 54 certainly encapsulated this desire to escape from the ordinary and the 

mundane. Disco enthusiasts came to Studio 54 to dance and let loose in a way that was 

previously discouraged. Studio 54 became a spectacle for what the most outrageous and 

hedonistic of society could create—whether that was through drug use or a conspicuous sex 

culture.   

The prominence of Studio 54 was made possible by societal trends and a unique period in 

New York City where New Yorkers simply wanted to let loose. Certain facets aligned that 

enabled the club to succeed and become the premiere disco in the world. Michael Musto, the 

decades-long nightlife columnist for The Village Voice, explains, “People actually had to go out 

                                                
217 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 242. 
218 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 242.  
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of the house to connect with other people, which made for a teeming nightlife scene populated 

with network-ers and freaks (Not mutually exclusive groups, by the way).”219 In a way, the late 

70s in New York City were a time when people were desperate to mix. Consequently, Studio 54 

became the emblem of what successful mixing could be—and how that mixing could be utilized 

to popularize a venue.  

How Studio 54 became such a mythology and artifact in American culture can be 

contested and debated—as demonstrated within my thesis argument. Lawrence lays out, in his 

Love Saves the Day, that the pervasive documentation of drugs, sex, and outrageous behavior 

that was so widely publicized enticed the general public to come and take their chance at the red 

velvet rope, despite anticipating unfavorable chances of actually receiving admission.220 

Lawrence rightly suggests that “the experience still enabled them to enter into a celebrity script, 

albeit in a subjugated role, and being told you were a nobody outside of Studio 54 would have 

still represented some kind of social elevation for a significant number of aspirational 

enthusiasts.”221 This notion of social elevation that has been explored within my thesis was the 

essence of Studio 54—even on the other side of the red velvet rope. Studio 54 had the power to 

elevate their guests’ night after night by the safe and hedonistic environment, and atmosphere, it 

provided it guests. However, even being outside of the door scene scattered among many other 

eager guests, placed one in the space of knowing that they were in the presence of one of the 

most famous venues in the world from 1977 to 1980.   

Indisputably, Studio 54 had an enormous amount of social power and could be rendered 

an American technology of power. Where Benecke had the power of saying things such as, “'I'm 

                                                
219 Elizabeth Currid, The Warhol Economy, 38.   
 
220 Tim Lawrence, Love Saves the Day: A History of American Dance Music Culture 1970-1979, 278.  
221 Tim Lawrence, Love Saves the Day: A History of American Dance Music Culture 1970-1979, 278. 
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really sorry. You really don't have a chance. Maybe you should come back another night,’” he 

held the reigns to not only determine the outcome of an individual’s evening, but he also held the 

power to dictate one’s public social status, one’s chance of mingling among like-minded artists 

and celebrities, one’s ability to express their identity in a safe space surrounded by peers who 

celebrated each other, and he held the possibility to deny one access to one of the greatest adult-

fantasies that ever existed in American history.222 Many of the lucky people who were fortunate 

enough to attend even one evening at Studio 54 often offer reverence and nostalgia for Studio 54 

as the greatest party of all time; however, it was the type of party that would never be feasible 

again. This statement does not negate the importance of analyzing American artifacts such as 

Studio 54 and looking at how and why these places mythologize in American culture. Exploring 

questions such as “why do certain American spaces become phenomenon,” “why do individuals 

choose to participate in certain spaces,” and “what stories can a venue like Studio 54 reveal 

about the identity and psyche of the guests who attended” have a valuable and critical place in 

American cultural discourse by providing a smaller lens or perspective into greater American 

stories and trends.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
 
222 Madison Moore, “Fierce: Performance, creativity, and the theory of the fabulous class,” 251.  
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